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· ' 'The · im~pose 'of~ this thesis is t .o set forth ·s'ome fiXed point theorem.~" 
... 
... 
. . _:in· ~e,~ric, a~d Bana~h sp~ces 
. . ' 
of a contractive type. 
for single-valued and muiti-v~lued mappivgs 
. / · .. 
' . 
In Chapter · I, we discuss the Banach Contraction Pri~iple :a.~d 'its 
.. . I . I ' ~ • 
-generali_za~ions in 1me~ric · spaces,. including the major known· · r~strlts for ,· 
. . 
contraction and contractive mappings. We also <;:onsider ':r~cet)t develope.· 
• • ' • '~ .. ' • .. ' • ._ • • ' .; rl7' • ~ 
meri.ts in the · ~tudy of fixed points ·for multi-v~lue.? mappings of. thi~ 
. 4 1 • -.. -.. ' ' -•• 
. ' ' .. : I • 
type. ·. _ . _., 
' . 
. • . ' 1 : 
., 
. . 
C~apte;~ II' is · devoted to- ·fi-xed P.oin:t 't.heo~ins for. nopexpansi~e1·· · . . 
mappjngs ~d 'for. mappi~gs: character.izeci' by the property that they. do -noi 





0 ~ " .. ..... 
1ircrease the "meas.ure . of non-compactness" •of, bounded· non-precompact s~ts. .J 
' • • f . ' • • • 
. . 
~ . 
·Again,· we mention r~sults for both the single and multi-valued case; 
.~ ·_ .. In~~i·a-pte; III; we f~us our attention on !those fixed point . t .h'eorems 
~hat ' bave_ . l:i~en obtai'n~d. by imposing a, convexity 'condition 'on the mapping. 
. . . \ . . 
l . 
. .we alsn provide. ~orne 'general~~ations ·of. the~e res!Jl ts as well ·as a theorem 
. ' . 
for 'commutative families of mappings. Recent extensions of the convexity 
. ' 
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. ' . 
. rNrRoouc'i'roN 
. ... Fixed ,Point t~eorems play an· import-ant role in many pa~ts' .?f. 
: arlalysis ·~nd topology, ~nd have many appl:tcations · in s~eas as . 
differential an~ in~egral equations. 
. . 
· The fi~st investigatio_ns of fix~d points. ~ere made from a 
topological po~nt of view ... ~ with nraj_or :results bein_g ~btained by. 
• : • • .... • j "!>- . ""' - . . 
Brouwer, ~chauder · and Tychonoff for continuo~s functions. 
. . 
. . 
A topological space. · X is said w have the fixed. point prop~rty . 
t 
(f.p.JR') i~ for every_. continuous functi~n 
~ · . I 
-
T ·: X + X there exists at · 
.least ~ne point x € X 's'uch that 
..... ~ . . . 
J'(x) =· x. Brouwer ..' s classical 
· theo!em, proved in 1912 J 8 i, · states that. the cle.sed unit spher·e' S 
in J;lu~Hdean ·n-spac~ has t-he .£.p_.p. >t:Iearly, the . theorem r·e~ains true 
if S is replaced by any-.iopological_space homeorn:10rphic to S . . Con·-: 
• 't. . ·' . . . • • . • . 
ve.xi ty ... ~rgurnents. were uset:t in extending -Brouwer's theorem· to compact, · 
convex subsets of l.inear ~pa:ces·; · In 1930 Schauder. {63] proved -that,'a 
coJni1act? convex · sups et of a· Banach sp~ce "has the f. p. p. an~ ·he also 
\.. . . I . 
. . . .. - . "' 
. show~d that a Gonvex, . weakly · com~act subset ·of a sepa.~able Banacl)~spac~ . 
. . . . \ . ·.. . \ . 
·has the'--f.p.p. ' for weakly continuous 'functions. "In 1935, Tych.onoff 
. ' . . 
[72] ~xt~nded_ Bro~wer 's resu~ t to convex, compa~t subs..e'ts · ~f locally 
co~ vex topologi_cal space's. Further :re§ul"t:s. a:lo!lg these lines were . · 
. obtained b)( ~~ray ,Schauder, Lefschetz, lh-owd~r, Birkhoff ilnd Alexander. 
' ,.. I ~ ' ' ' • \ 
(see Van der Walt f73] for. a .survey of such res~l ts)'. 
Since 1941, ·some mathematicians have turned their attention to 
• 0 • 
_. 
"' . . 
0 
fi*ed point theorems for mul ti:...val ued or set-valued mappings . . Such a ·:~ . . • 
' I ' • ' \ , ,.:.. 
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.• 
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2. . • . 
in the -domain such · that: X 4G 1F (X), 
·Kakutani [ 40] haS' extended Brouwe'r 1 s theorem · in the following ·wiy: 
' ... . .. . . 
. . 
If M. is.~ co;np~c~, conve~ subset. of ~n - and T ·: M--+ P(M), ~h~ family 
' 
of non-empty subsets of M, is uppersem:h~ontiri!lous · and such that "T(~)' 
·· i~ ·nonempty_, ·closed and convex f?r each x f M, then T has at least 
. 
·· ~ ·. ·one fi~ed ·point. This theorem has beeri used to prove fhe Hahn-Banach 
theorem and to _pro-ye -- t'he 'existen~e 'of a Haar mda;_ure on any c~mpact 




J • • \ 
~he· Dirichlet problem . . Ky Fan (27] generalized Kakut~ni is .theo_rel!l ~o 
. . n 
the case where E· is replaced by_ any Hausd~rff~l~cally convex linear 
.-
. .. . . topological space •. ;-His w~.rk, to~, has wide .application~ in such areas as 
. . . 
'.• 
, . · minimax_ problems, ·• ga!lle theory and approx_imation theory . 
. ' 
. . 
Our interest is in~ considering . fi;xed . p_oint the~rems for certain 
' 'I .' • ~ 
other. classes ?f 'mappings. {e ~ g, . contraction,· tionexpansi ve, · densifying) · for 
·: 
single-valued as· well as for multi-v~ed mappings. O~r starting·point is 
• f # • • 
.., 
the famous contraction principJe of Banach' [. ·4 J formulated in 1922· -: "A 
. ' 
contMction mappfng on a complete metri't spa,ce has a unique fixed ppfnt'.'. 
We s.hall surveJ · s~·me of ~he main extensiqns of this re~ul t. · Chapt~- I is 
l 
I 
devqted to known ,res~l ts. for contraction a~d- contractl.ve mappings.: : In 
i * • ' ~ • • . \ . • • ~· 
. 
.. 
Chapte~ II, we c+sider fixed .. points of non-expansive mappings . -~nd . of 
". ../) . -
. . . 
. . 
·mappings charactel'ized by the .Property that they do not irlcrease the 
-measure of .non~cd~~~tness of non-precompac~ sets.- \ In . Ch~pter II I ·we· · 
examine closely the results that have been obtained by" imposing convexity, 
- • • -- . ~l • 
conditions on the mapping, and we provide some extensi ons of the known 
results · alo~g these lines . .. 
'. 
. ~- . 
-~- .. 
' .-
-c-. ( .. 
_; .--
,. 
.. ~ . 
.; 
• 
l J ... ~ •• •• 
,. 
.. · 
. :: ·.xi 
.. 
' 1 
·-. ~ ; t I 




. l\ ' CHAPTER I 
On .Contraction, Contractive MllpPings : and Fi.xecl Points :-
1. ~ · Preliminaries: ( 
. \ 
4 I! 
. - ·.j 
- ~ 
3. 
Definition' 1.1.1. ·A metric or ~~~~p~ce function on a spa~e X is 
v,.sl. ~ IJ!aj>ping · d- : X x X + R + ·.(posi ~i~~lrea1s) satisfying the foll~wing . 
·.. .~ ~ concJi tions: 
· ~ 
. ' ~ 
· _(i) - ) d(x,y) > 0 
· (ii)- _ .. d(x,y) = 0 • 
' .) 
for ar·.1~l-~x,y t:. x., ' 
, . ~~ . 
l \4.~\~ < 1 
i':f and only, if, -1 X = )', 
r . 
. {i.iiJ d(x,y) ·= d(y,x) 
' '. - .-1 
(iv) .· d(x,z) < d(x,y) ~ d(y,z). 
- ,·, 
If condition (ii) is replaced by d(x,y) ' = 0 if· 
' ' 
·'d . a pseudo metric. 
" ,,. 
. . ( 
. I 
we call 
Definition 1.1. 2 . : A m~trfte space' .. is ~ set X togethe;r with a 




' • I 
(X ;d) or, if no roconfusion can arise, 
' .......;, 
_. ... ·· 
•-:-' -' ·. 
Definition 1~1.3. A sequence 
. ' .;:, 
{x } , .of points in a metric .space X n .. . 
• ~ "l ' ' • ' I 
· is called Cauchy if, _for given c > ) 0, there exists a positive 
.tnteger N = N(£) ·' such that. d{x ,x ) ·< e, 
m n whenever ~-;n i_ N. 
Definition 1.1•.'4,' A sequence {x } 
. n 
is said' to converge to x, . ' i f 
for givert· c > o, 
I , 
d (x ,x) < c, n ~ 
' r- . 
there exists a positive integer 
' 
N = N~e:) .such 
. .. 
whenever n > N. 
Definition 1.1.5. A metric spa~e X· is called complete lf every 
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·1. 2· Fixed· Point The.orems for Single-Valued Contraction Mappings. 
... 
I • . • 
' . 
" 
. - ~ 
. .. 
-Definition 1. 2.1' A mapping T ':' X + X is said to satisfy a 
L~ psch~ t z condition if -there exists a real number k such that 
d(T(x),T(y)) 2._ kd(x,y) for all x,y ~,X· If 0 < k < 1; · then 
. . . 
T . is called a con~r.a~.t~on mapping . 
.. 
Examples.: .. 
(i) If · X = R with the usual metric d(x,y) = li- il and . 
~ "' 
T : X -+ X is d~f~ned by T(x) I= · ~x + 5, tnen ,. T is a 
contraction. on X. 
(ii) Let 'X ,. C[a,b], _.the ~pace ~f cont.inuous rea~ valued func-t-
ions on ~·[il,b1 with· metric d(f ,g) =:= max . {I f(x) - g(x) j}~ 
X E..[ a , b } : 1 • ~ 
I . 
and let T : X+ X be defined by T(f)' = h 
' b .. 
where, h(x) =).I K(X,y)f(y)dy + p(x) and jK(Ji:,y)l ~ M. 
a 
Then ·T is a· corrtraction on X pr,ovided I:\ I < · l . , ~f(b - a)· ,. ~ 
Re'fu<n"k . . Any mapping which .,pbeys ·a Lipsc~itz condition is cont inu,aus. 
(If we ·choose . o = r.ik· w1e have lx- Yl < o implies 
. . 
. ~,-jT(x) -. T(y)j2,_ f )· 





In 1922, Banach. [ :f] formulated h~s famous Contractian pri.riciple 
· which not only· provldes for . the exiStence of a fixed point, but also _ guarante~s its . u~i~u(.me ss ... · Moreover; .H indicates a method by\ .· 
. - ' 
. I f 
, . I 
: whfc~·the hxed poin~ may be fp1Jl1d, namely as the limi~ o\a _s~qu_e_nce 
of iterates. Th,e the.orern ~s widely used in proving 'the ·existen·ce . 
. ·~ . ..... 
~nd 'uniqu~ness of. _solutions· to differential and integral equations • . 
. 
· We i nclude its proof for comp~eteness. · 
·. 
















. . ;, :·. . 
\".)''\1' I ')~ 
-. ' 
" 
I ~ I 
·Theorem 1. 2.2. A contract1on mapping T ·. o·f a complete· in~tric 
i 
.. _space. X to·it·selfhas aiunique fiXed po~nt, " i.e. the equation 
· ' r'. ' T(~) = ·x has a unique_ ··solution .. 
Proof. Let x
0 
be any point of X and consider the sequenc·e of 
images· of ~ under repeated applications of 
. • . . 0 . . . 
T, i.e~ let 
/ .; . 
· x 1 ~ TCxJ. xz = T(x1) = T2' (x~),:. ~_,xn = .. T(xri_l) =Tn(x).· · · -~' . 
.. 0 
. ,. 
Then, for m < n, we have . ' 
· .d(x x ·) 




m · n 
= d(T (Je ),T (x )) 




m m+ 1 
< d(T (x ) ,T (x )) . + 
- 0 0 . \ ' 
d (Tm+1.(x ) , Tm+2 (x ) + ••• + 
. . 0 0 ,. 
' n-1 n 
• ; ~ d (T (x ), T ( (x ) ) 0 . 0 
rn+l rn+ 1 ) · · · 
+ d (T (x0 ) , .T (~ 1) ~ · · · + . 
I . 
m+l · · k d(x ,x1) 0 
.a 
+. k2 .+ 
krn 
= y-:]( d (x0 ,x1 ). 
. n-1 · _n-r 
• . • d (T (x ) , T (x1)) · 
- 0 
· ' n-1 




. " . km 
But k '< 1,- therefore l -·k -+ ·O as m+oo_, Le. _d(xrn,xn) +·· o~ 
5 .~ 
~h~ } is a Cauchy s~quence, and since · X · is complete, {x "} · •·. 
. n . J . '/ n 
conv.erges td a unique li\o.i.t x ~ X • 




T(lirn X .) 
n 
I 






= lim X ·.?! ' = X ~ 
I 11, .. 
i.e. x is a fixe'd point' of T. · 
~niquen~ss: Suppose y E. X, ~uch that: . Ty = · Y. and x . f y . .. 
· Then d(x,y) :=. d('J:(x),T(y)) < kd(x,y). ,. . . . .-
Since · d (x ,y) f 0, we. get 1 2_ k ·, contradicting k < 1. 
~- ~. . . 
Cl . 
.. · -: 
.... . . 
'; ·• 
. 
·' . .•. 
• ~. r ' ; 
·• ' 
.• 6. ... 
' 
. r ; . ~ ~· 1~ · .. ........ J) .· .··r 
.:· _,_ .: · · ·jrr ' '• 
. . . I 
•' 
,· ~ .... . .. '· .. 
. 
. Tl 'erefore d (x,y) "" 0 . . ,.. } ~{$ '. J .• :.. lt t~J• ' ~ . · .. . ' 
., . /' and since d is a metric, we get X y. 






1. If X is a ps'eudo metri' c. spac·e, the ma~ping has a fixed 
0 ., 
: ··: point', but it need not be unique since d(x,y) ;; o· d"oes not . 
imp-ly X'll= y. ~ 
.~· - ., ... 
Q J 
' • '~. Both conditions o:f the theorem are nec.essary, as shown ~y I 
.: 





(0,1) :-: ~0,1) 1 defined by T(x) = 2x is a contra~tion, 
~. but has no.fixed poi:'l\.t." since· .(0,1)' ··is not complete. 
(i.i). A transJ.it~on T(x) .x + a on~( co~Jete· met~i.~ space 




3. .. The proof o~ the theorem is constructive, The . fixed · poin-t n ' 
~ of' T will be the limit of ~he sequ:,_nce of iterates"·of any 
.. 
., ' arb_i trarily chosen point of ~· 
. 'g 
. e •. T : R + R defined b.y . . T(hc) . has fixed point .
' . . ~ 
• t .. ' . 
5, and lim tj.(x) =: 5 for any x €. .R ·. 
n+co . 
: '/ 





.. · P~jnciple h·ave be~n given by Chu ,and Di<!:z • 
. I . 
" THe~m 1.2.3.· ... [is].. Let .g_ . T S + ·s · be a mapping defined on a 
,, 
., e- • .. "" 
•, . . ., - 1 . 
K : p + S - be SUfh tha:- K!< , = 1 (~he non empty set c s .. Let 
~· identity ftmction on S). Then T .' has a unique f~xed ·poi nt . i~ .jl - · 
·• i' . "'\.• 
and o~ly i•f · K~ 1TK has a uniqu~ fix~·J . . . 
t/ 0 • 



























Pr·oof. (~.) Suppose has unique fixed point )C 
,>· 
c~-1rK)(~) = x, a~d .. operati~g K we. ,get (;, . . . 
tP~ 
• (KK-1Tk) ~K(x) = K(x). .. ~ 
. . '·. Therefore · jJ is a.fixed point for T . 
., .·· " . 
0 \: (ii) . Suppos~ T ·has a unique · fixed point '·X. 
" . K""'l -1 . 'I)len Tx = .. x, and operating we get. · K . T(x) 
( 
ci1T~~-l)(x) which may' be written .; 1 . as = K (x), 
that. K- 1 (x) is a fix~d. point of K-1TK. · 
I ~ . 
.Uniqueness follows e~sily by contradiction. · 
I 
·,. ' 











Corollary 1.2.4. If X is a complete metric 'space and T : •X ~ X, 
X, then T 
' . 6 
Theo.rem 1 . 2. ~. • (Chu and. Diaz . [16 j) If X is. a complete: metric 
space and T : x ·~ X is such that Tn -is. a -contraction for some 
positive.integer . n, then 
-; 
T, has a unique fixed point. · 
I • . 
l 
• 




Tn has a unique fix~d· 
•. 
Proof. By ~he Banach Cont~action Principle, 
' 0 
. p~int r, say x. 
, . 
Then' ~(T(x)) = T(~(~)) = T(x), i.e. T(x) is a f i xed point o f; 
and by uniqueness T(x) = .-x , . giving a fixed point of T. 
.. 
Remar~~ For any mapping 'f ·: X ~ X, if ~ has a unique fixed point 





:.. . . 
8. 
Example. Define T R + R gy T(x) = 1 if x is rational,' · 
.. 
·= 0 · if :te i,~ational . 
. T ··is not a 'contraction, but. T2 is, since T2 (x) = 1 for all x. 
The unique fixed point of T and T2 · is · 1. 
. 
This r~sult of "Chu and Diaz has been made more general by 
""".. .. . ~· 
. _Sehgal and-Ho~mes in the folloWing theorems, which we state-without 
!) • ' I 
pr<?of. t~ . 
y • . 
. . _./ . 
Theorem 1.2.6. (~ehgal [ 64]) Let · X · be a comple~te metric space 
' . . 
and T: X+ X be a continuous mapping satisfying the-condition 
-
that there exists a number k ,< 1 such that for each x G X, 
there is a _positive in.teger n = n tx) _such that 
d(r"(x),T"(y)) _::.kd(x,~) ?'{au y ~X. ThOn T has a unique · 
fixed point z and r ~+~for each · x ~X. 
p 
Theorem I. 2. 7. (Ho~mes [38]) If· T X + X is continuous ·an a 
comp1e~e metric space X, and if for each x,y € X there exists 
n·= n(x,y) such that n n ' (I · · d (T (x),_ T (y)} .::_ kd (x ,y), then'. t has a 
-unique fixed point .. 
) 
Some writers; such as·Rakotch [60], Browder [12], Boyd and 
Wong [ 7], Meir and · Kee'ler [SP] have attempted to generalize 
Banach's theorem by replacing the Lipschitz constant 
'l 
real valued function rhose values are less than 1. 
We. mention so.me of th~,~s~l ts without proof. 
I 
·;. k by some · 
t 
Rakotch defined a family F of functions a(x,y) where · 
. 









I . · "· 
. monotori~cally .·decreasing £,unction of d. He_ then gav¢ the fo'llowing 
result·; 
Theorem 1.2 .. 8. [60] If. ··d'(T(x) ~T(yn ~ a(x;y)d(x,y) for all · 
' . . 
x,y € ·x where X is a complete metric sp3:ce Cl.\1~ a.(~,y) E. F; 
then T : X + .X ~as a unique · fixed point. . 
In a simil~r vein, Browd¢r has given. the following theorem. · 
> • , <' • 
Theore.in ·1.2.9. [12] '·Let . (X,d) be a Cl?mplete metric space, and . 
T: X+ X a mapping such that d(T(x),T(y)) < f(d(x~)), x,y ~X, . 
where f : R + R is a right continuou.s,· .no~dec-re~sibg function 
+ + ' ' . 
such that f(t) < t for ~ ~ a. Then T ~as a unique fixed 
point·. ,, .. .. ~ 
Boyd and Wong reduced the conditions on their mapping and 
Q 
obtained th·e following result. 
,, 
Theorem 1.2.10. _ [ 7] Let (?{,d) be a complete metric space. Le,t. 
,. 
T X+ X be such, that d(T(x),T(y)) ~ f(d(x,y)) where 
f P + [O,oo) is uppersemicontinuous f!om the right on P, the' 
. closure of the-range of d, and 
Then T. has· a unique fixed point· 
\ ' 
' 
f(t) < t· . . for all t €.. P - {0} 
,, 
z, -?lld yn(x) + z for all · x € X. 
·Remark. If f(t) = a(t).t, we _get Rakotch's result as a corollary. 
- • Q ' 
Meir and Keeler [52] state ___ that T ·is a wea~ly uniform~y 
strict contraction i!=, for given e: >' 0, there exists o > 0 sueh 
'· 
that e: ~ d(x,y) < e: +·o implies d(f(x),f(Y)) ~ e: • . They then 
have the following result. 
I 













Theorem 1.2 . 11. If X is ·a complete . metric space and . T : X+ X 
is a weakly uniformly strict contraction, then T has· a tmi que 
fi_x.ed poi nt and 
n . 
for z T (;) + z all X ~ X. 
J 
Remark. The results of Rakotch and Boyd and Wong follow eas~ly ·. 
from. thistheorem . 
. -
In a somewhat di-fferent direction, Kannan [41 J has given 
the following result : 
Theorem 1.2:12 . Let 
. ( .. .. . 
T 1 , T 2 • be mappings from a compl ete· metri.c 
..1 
space X to itself. 
. Suppose yl (x), T2 (y)) 2_ k [d{~, T1x) ) -t: ." 
" . d (Y, T 2 (y)) ] for 
all'. x,y E X~ and 0 k < 1 Then Tt and,. T2 ha ve a tmique < 2 '' 
, common fixed point. 
, . 
., 
If Tl = T2 = T, we get the following 
' 
Corollar l 1. 2.13. If T X -+: X ( X . a complete metric spac.e) __ 
is such tliat · d(T(xJ ,T{y)) ~ k[d(x,T(x)) + d(y,T(y))] ·for all 
x,y f. _X, 1 wher~ . 0 ~ k < 2 , then T has .a ' unique fix~d point. · . . . . . 
A generalization of this corollary in the l i ght of Chu and 
Diaz' has been given by Singh [65 ] • 
Theor em 1.2.14. If T is ·a map of the complete me tric space · _X 
.... 
iiito i:tself, and i·f for some positive, inte~er n·, ·,.n ·satisfi e-s 
the condition d(Tn'(x) ,T~ (y)) -2, a{d(x,~(x)) + d(y,Tn(y))] . for . 
all x,y € X 
1 . . .. ' . 
and 0 < a < 2- , _then T has _a unique fix~d point_. 
Edelstein [ 24] has :given a fixe d po.int theor em f or l ocall_y 
·contracti ve' mappings.· 
















. 11. . · .. 
;. . 
called0 _lo.cal'ly pe.firii tipn 1.2.15. A mapping T X·+ X is 
. . 
' . 
contractive if for every ·x E X, t}le're exist e: and . ), ' 
' 
(e: > 0 and 0 < A. < 1) . such that d(T(p) ,T(q)) < Ad(p,q) 
·whenever p,q·t-s(x,_,e:). If e: · · and A do not depend on x, 
'I" 
T is called (e: ,A) uniformly locally contractive.· 
0 
Definition 1. 2.16. ..A metric space X is called e:-chainable if 
and only if,_ for x,y E X, there exists an e:-chain froin i to · 
y, i.e. a fil].ite set o~ 'points x o, x l , ... , . xn such .that X "' X . 0 ~y 




,.. Theprem 1.2.17. If T · : X+ 0X is ' (e:,t.)- uniformly locally 
con'tractive on -a complete ·e:-chainable metric space - X, . ·then T · 
has a un~que fixed point. 
' .• 
1. 3 Fixed Point ·Theorems for Single-Va'lued Contractive Mappings . 
... 
Definition 1.3.1. A mapping T: X+ X ,is · called contractive if 
" d(T(x),T(y))<d(x,y) :forall x,yE.X-, X·fY· 
A contract~ve mapping is clearly continuous. Such mappings are more 
general than cont~aftion mapping~: Completene~s of. the sp~ce is 
. " 
not enough to ensure the exi$tence .of a fixed ppint, as .is illustrat-
. , 
· .. 




be defined .by T (x.) -ir' ' = X <+ 2- arctan x . T R+R T Let 
. . is contractive, R is complete, but T h~s no fixed point; since 
. . . . 'i71' arct~~ x _ t 2 for any x. 
. r·~.) . . . -;if 

















Fixed point theorems' for, contractive mappings, t.herefore, 
.. '. 
require further restrictions ~n ·the ·.space :or e.xtra .conditions on ··. 
• I }I • 
the .·mapping or on it'S range.~--
. . . 
Remark,'· If ·a contractive mapping has a fixed. point, it is unique. 
' 
Otherwise if x and y Cx f y) are two distinct fixed points of 
T .we would have d(x,y) = d(T(x),T(y)) < d(x,y), · a1contradictio~~ 
' l :'-
, ~ I • I 
Edelst~in [ 25] has sho\m ~hat ·compactness of · X 'Will 
~arantee a uniq.ue fixed point · for a contrac;ti ve ·mapping on X. This · · 
follows .as a corollary to the fpllowing theorem of Edelstein, .to . 
, which we include a proof patterned after• t .hat 'qf 7heney and Gold- · 
stein [14]. 
Theorem 1 ~ 3. 2. Let . T be a contractive- self mapping o~ a metri.c 
space X and let x €. X be ~~ch that the sequence of iterates 
n. 
{~(x)} has a subsequen~e {T 1 (x)} which converges to.a point 
z. ~ X. Then z is the unique fixed point of: T. 
Proof: Since "T is contracti v~, we have 
. . 
d(~(x).'fl+1 (x)) < d(Tn-l(x),~n(x)) < .... . < d(x,T(x)): 
• I is a sequence of real 
' numbers, · monotone decreasin.g, bounded·. below · by zero, and hence it 
has a limit in R. 
Now 
n ; 
1 ·• T (x) -+ .z 
n.+l 
Therefore T 1 _ ·C,x) .... 
h.+iZ 
and T 1~ . (x) .... 
" 
z €: .X (Given) 
Tz 

























-~- .... ~ ,. .. 
' 
_.) 




r r \ 
· n.JI ·n.+l 
Now for z + T(zf, d(z,T(~)) = lim d(T 1 (x~,T 1 (x)) 
i-+ao 
.. 
.. "/ n.+l n.+2 1 . 1 
. =· lim d(T (t), T 
. :· ' 'i-+oo 
r 
. n. n .. r , 




· But T is . contractive, so if ·z 4 T(z), we have 
d(z,T(zj) > d(T(z),T2 (z)) 
· Tlterefore z · = 'rz .. 
·'-
Since in· a compact space, every sequen~e h~s a converg~nt 
' •, 
sJ~~equence, the. foll6wi.n~ corollaries are '·obvious. 
Corollary 1.3.3. A contractive mappin~· on a compact metri~ spac~ 
has a unique fixed point. : · 
·. Corollary 1; 3. 4. If .: T X :+- Y . is contractive and 'f. is a 
compact subspace ot' . ·X., then · T . has a unique fixed point ~ 
: . ~ 
. . . 
Various extensions of' the main result of Edelstein have been 
· given, frequently along the same l~nes a~ for contracti'n ~appings. 
· F_or exliUIIPle, Bailey [ 2] proves the fo.llowi_ng result, comparable· 
to ·Holmes' result in Theorem 1.2.1. 
r • 
Theorem.l~3.5. If r · : X: x, is continuous on the coropact metric 
.space . X . an~ if~ ·there exist's . · n ~ n (x,y) with ... 
'd (-fl (x), ,.n (y) ). <. d (X ,y) . for X i y; ~h~n .T has a unique fixed 
~!Oint. (Bailey's map ~s · called weakly. contractive). 
. ' 
The foliowing theorem is.· an e.a~ily" 
~ . 



























. · ' 
Theorem' t'. 3.6. If X is ··a .copq)lete.·metric , space and T : X.-+ X 
is contractive and if the .. seq.uence of i ~erates. {Tn_(x)} is 
Cauchy for all X€ X, t~en T ·has a unique fixed p~int z . and 
; 
' ,I 
flex) -+ z for all X ~ X. 
~ ~ \. 
Several authors have obtained more general results by . 
r~placing the metric d \ by SO)llf real valued f1,1nction. \,\'i th a . 
- \ . . . 
con.tinuity co~ditiori. The following very general result is . due to 
Singh and Zorz"itto [70}. 
( 
Theorem 1 . 3 . 7. Let · X be ~ Hausdorff sp·ace ~ and T X -+ .X a 
continuous ~f~ction. Let F: i x X-+ [O,~) be a cont i nuous 
mapping such that · ~(T(x),TEy)) ~ F(x,y) for· all x,y € X and 
whenever x f y, ,' there is some n = ·n(:ic,y) 





JC € X such that 
{-fl (:ic) } has a convergent subsequence,·then . T ·has a .unique fixed 
point;. 
,; 
Proof . The seq~ence ~F(Tn(x),Tn+l(x)} . is ·a monotone non~ increas ~ 
. · ing sequence ··af -~o~-negative real numbers which' must converge along 





The subs'equence {T k (x)} i n X c~nv~rges to some z i n X• 
j· 
Also, for s~rne -n = n(z,T(~)) ~ if z· f T (z) thert, 










.' .:"1(. . . ~ 
. ~ · 
.. . \ 
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. o 
But we also have 
. nk .. . n:R+l ) . 
F (z, ~)) = F (lim T (x),. llm T (x)) 
. . .... 
· · nk . nk.f.b 
= lim F {T' (x) , T· (.x)) 
' . ( 
= 0: 
· n · · n . · 
=lim F.(T k+n(x),T · ~+n+l(x)) 
.k 
= .F(-f (z), Tn+l (z) .) 
___ g_iving a contradiction. 
" , . Therefore, ·z = Tz .- . . 
'• . 
-
To prove uniquene\;.s, let ' y be a f~xed point of T 
d'ifferen't from z. : Then _F(y,z) < FcTm(y);Tm(.z),) for some 
~~ m.= m(y,z). ·But .this is ·impossible, since m Ty = y = T ·, ~ and 
·m 
. T ( z) ~ z a .T ( z) • ')· \ . 
, • . 
Corollary 1.3.8. ··If X is compact, and ·r . and F are as.in the 
• · ~h~orem, then for . ea~h x EX, {Tn(x)} . has a convergent subse: 
. I 
' . 
·quence .and T always has·· a .unique fixed point. I. 
' . 





Theor~m 1.3.9. L~t. X be a ~omp~ct Hausdorff. space and T : . X+ X 
(': . · a 'continuo.us mapping. ·Suppose f . : .X x X ~ [0 ,co) is lower semi-
l . 
coptinuous ~uch that ·F(x,y) = 0 implies x = y anq 
F(~(x),Tn(y)) < F(x,y) for some n = n(x,y) whenever · x l y • 
. . . 
Then T ' has a fixed point in· X. · ~ 
. . ' . . . . ~ 
Remark. · Clearly, b~th th~orems remain true if F }s replac~d by • ... 
the metric d. J 
' 














' ' I 
Among the corollaries to these· general r-esults are. the 
theorems of Edelstein and Bailey. (Theorems 1. 3.· 3 and 1.3.5). 
.,,.JI 
.. 
Fixed Point Theorems. for Multi-Valued Contraction and Contractive 
Mappings. 
Fixed point theorems for multi-valued or point-to-set mappings 
have ~een studied ~n the _past 30 years. ' . . In 1941,, Kakutani [.40] . 
. . •. 
generali~ed 'the_ classica'l_ Brouwer theorem to,multi-valued · uppersemi-
· continuous mappings of a compact convex subset K of En , into. the · 
. ~ . ' 
, · 
family of closed~convex,nonempty subsets-of K. ·rn 1952, Fan• [27] · 
.. ~ ~ 
. ~ 
extended this· result to Hausdorff locally c_onvex lineal; topologica1 
spaces. Both resul:ts have wide _applications-. Kaku.tani 's theorelll\c;; 
"' 
can be applied to p_roblems of invariant . measure and- ~aar ~measure, 
' ~ergodic theory· and dynamical systems, while ~an-'s .r~sul t has been 
. -
applied to minimax problems, approximation 
and ·m9notone ~ator~. More recently, in 
theory, potential theory 
1972 Himmelberg [3~] has 
. 
shown that an uppersemicontinuous.multi-valued function defined on a , , 
.. 
none~ty convex subset T of a separated locally _convex space X 
. i
1
nto the family of ~losed ,convex subsets of . T, such that ... F (T) is · "'\ 
. ' 
. contained in some _compact subs~t of T, has a fixed point. 'Fixed 
-point · theorems for more restri~ted. mappings l)a~e been .de;eloped by . 
'-"' 
such authors as Nadl~r Jr., Fraser, Jr., Covitz, Danes, Furi and 
_,I 
Martelli,, Himmelberg, P~rter and Va~Vleck. 
' The COJ1Cept ·of multi-valued contraction mappin,gs is due to 
• 
Nadl~r Jr . • [~4] and is a combination of the · ideas of set-valued 
... 
~ ) < m~pi:gs and Lipschitz ~ppings. 
.severe restrictions on the images 
The ~ixed'point ·theorems place_ no 











-----space is simply .required to -be complete metric. 
. • r 
We give first some preliminary definitions and notation. 
Notation. --2X family of non-empty closed subsl'lts J£ X 
I 
CB (X)~- family of n~n-empty j:losed! b.otJnded subsets of X 
~ . 
K(X) - ,family of non-~mpty · compact subsets of X 
P(~) family of all non-empty subsets of X. 
.. N(A,E:) = {x ·e X d (x,y) < E: for some ' y E; A; 0 A € CB(X)} 
. ' 
Definit.ion 1.4.1. · A multi-va~ued mapping F X + Y is. called· 
. ' 
upper (lower) semicontinuous if and only if {x .t::. X F (x) f'l B f ~} 
is closed. (open) for each closed (open) se.t B in· Y. 
If y is a compact Hausdorff ~pace and F (x) i s closed for 
~ 
each X (; X, then F is ·· uppersemi-contirtuo~s if and onl y _if F 
. 
has a closed gr<rph. 
Definition 1 . 4.2. A multi-valued mapping F 
: fixed po~nt i f thel';'e exists some poin.t . :X ~·x such that' x E: F(x). · 
. 
Q 
Definition 1.4.3. Let (X,d) be a metric space and let 
A,B € CB(X). Then f H(A,B) = inf f £ : A C N(B,E:) and B t:. N(A, E:) 
_is, a ~tric called the Hausdorff metric. 
The Hausdorff metric depehds on the metri c ·· d for X. 
r 
Definition 1:.4.4. Let (X,d) be a me-tric space. A function 
' . 
F : X + CB(X) is· said to be a multi-val ued Li pschitz rnappin·g i f 
. . 
1-.. andonlyif H(F(x),F(y)) ~ Kd(x,y) forall x,yE.X , 'where 
1 .c; 
K > 0 is -a fixed real number. (the 'Lipschi tz. constant) . · If 1< < 1,. 
tl"ol 





,.. v ' il'" 
_ _ _ _2 .. . 






F is ~~illed a multi-valued contraction mapping fm. v. c. mJ). 
Such mappings are continuous·. 
Let X = ' [0,1] with the usual metric. 
Let f 
- - 1 
X+ .X be· defin~d bY .. f(x) _= 2 + x- x 2. 
F (x) =. { 0 } U {f(x) } .. 
. . : . . 
. Then F is a m.v.c.m. r2 
-Its fixed P?ints are · 0~ 12 · · . 
! · . ' ' 
,... 
·The following main•theQrem due ~o N~dler Jr. [54] is worth 
f7 
· mentiqning .. 
Theorem 1.4. 5 ,' . Let (X,d) be _a complete .metric ~pace and 
. ' 
F : X.+ CB(X) . . a m.v."c . m. Th.en · F has a fixed point ;_ 
,. ' 
·:~. Proof. Let K < i b~ .a Lipschitz constant ·for ~- Let ' p~ E X· 
Since F(p . )·· and F(pi) are closed .and boun~ -
o . . 
and pI . ~ f (p
0
), there exist.s a po~nt p 2 E. F (pI) such that . 
.. ~ • . .P . - , . 
d _(PI;P2) _.:_H(F(p
0
),F(p1)) + K (by definition of t;he Hausdorff 
metric. If F(p1) were compact, ·we could take K = O): Again, . . . 
since F(pl) and · F(~z) .:= C~O{) and P2 ~ F(pl), there exists 
a ·po
1
i nt p'3 ~ F(p 2 ) · such tha t _ ~ (p 2 ,P3~ .s., _ H~_Fp 1 , Fp 2) + K2 • 
. Continuing, we get a sequence {p . } of points of . X such that 
'· ~ .. 
and d(p. ,p . . 1) 



































.::_ ~d(p0,pl) 1.!::. , · for• i~ i > I. 
Hence, ' d(p.,p .. ) < d(p.,p. 1') + 'd(p. 1 ,p·. 2)+ .. ,+ d(p .. 1,p .. ) .f 1 l+J - - 1 1+ ' 1+ 1+ l+J- l+J . 
' ' ' 
2. ki.dCp
0
,pl) + iki + + ki-l - ld(p0·,p 1 )+(i+?~l~ki.+j~l ·-. . 
i +f. -1 . . i +r· -1 · -c · · n ~ n 2. k., d(p0 ,p1) + nk for i,j .~ 1. 
· n~l · n=l 
Since· k < 1, {p.} is., a· Cduchy seiuence, and since (X,.d) is ], 
complete, {p.} ' ' conv~rges to some poin't X !. X. ' 
1 0 ' 
I ' By the continuity of F, {F (p.)} 
. 1 
converges to F (x ) • . Since 0 .• 
,, • .a 
. pi €. F(pi-i) for all i ~ 1, we ~et . x~ ~ F(x0~ , , i.'e. x · is 0 
a f.ixed point qf F • 
Rem;u~k. The -method.:of proof is similar to ~nach ~s ~ Uniqueness of 
J • 
th~ .fixed point is ·no"t" guara11teed (see ex~mple · follo~ing Def . . 1. 4. 4) _. . 
The following extension of the .. theorem· 'has b~Em giveri by ,Dube 
and Singh . [22) • 
. Theorem 1. 4. 6·. Let . (X,d):. be a complete metric space and let 
·. F : X + CB(X) be such· that 
.· H(Fx;Fy). < a[D(x;Fx) + D.(y,Fy)]. for all' 
l 'r.'· ' I - ·. . , . , 
·Then F has a fixed point. • 
* · qcx,F (x)) ~ inf {d(x,y) r E. F(x)} 
x,y E. X, 
' ~ . 
. 1 '* . 0 < ·a < - . .. 
. - 2 . ... . 
',' 
. : '' 
. 
, . 
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Further g_ene:raliza:tions along these lines· have been. given by·- ' 
'¥ .· 
Ivimey [39]. • t 
a 
Nad.ler J.r. and Fraser Jr. [28] have obtained fixed poi~t 
0 . ' 
• ,,.i•J' J' ' theorems for contractive m4lti-valued mappings. 
t> 
; ' ,. 
• .. 
.: . .'  ·<~·~·:;, \_· 
Definition 1. 4. 7. A. mappi"ig F : X -+ CB(X) 
1 




(x f y) .' 
contractive ... · 
. · •.) ....... ·· 





1. If Yl E Fr._(xt), ~he·~ there exi:ts an e~~me~~ : ~ 
Co'· . i2' E. F.Cx2) such that d(YI ,y2 ) ·<· d(x1 ,x2).. . • 
' ' 
. 2. If F 
. x € X ; . thE:nf P 
Definition 1.4 . 8. 
is c~ntractive'and 
. I 
F(x) · is compact ' for ~ach 
. . ' 
. • J 0 
Let F ·: X: K(X) be a continuous· mapping . If · . 
. A is compact, then : U{F (a) : a e. A} 
' ' ,, . ' 
is compact. · The ' flin~tion · / 
v. . . 
· ~ : 'K(X) + K(X) , A . . defined by o F (A) = U{F (a) a E A} • for each · 
A € K(X) is · calied ~he · function ~nduced qy F. 
'') - . ~. ... . . . 
. ,, ,.. 
(contraction, contractive) then so is F. 
' 0 
' 
"If , F . iS continUous 
'I ' 
. ''' 
The following\theorem ·due t~ : Nadler ~r. and Fra:er J/f- e~te~d~ 
Nadler's.m.ain result. ·. : , . P . .. . /. . . 
Theorem 1 . 4 .'9·. 'Let ' ~ (X,d)J be a m·etric space and let ·F : ''1-+ K(X) 
be a multi-valued contractive •mapping. Suppos~ ther~ exists a 
._. 
subset A €. K(X) such that a subsequence of the·· sequence {~n(,A)} ... . ; , 
• .1\ 
of 1t~rates of F. at A converges to a memb~r of K(Jt). 
0 
' 'l . 
Then 
F has .. a fixed point. • 


































. . .. 
·' 
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1 ' . 
' ~· -· 
u ' 
Proof. ~et JF : X~ K(X) _ be. contractive. Let A c K(X) · be such 
. . ' 
n. 
oA 1 f • · 
that {F .(A)} o converges to · B ~ K(X). Then B is ~fixed point 
~ 
. A A 
._o:(•'F-'< i.e. F(B) = ·B Clq Edelst_einls result in [25].) 
' ... - . . ~ . ' .. ~ . 
\/oef:ine, a. ~~al-val~ed· c~ntinubus function g · on ~ B · ·by 
. . . ' . ' ' 
g(Xl ~ - inf{d(x~y) YE:. F(X).) · for each x ··e B.' Since B is 
,~ 
. compatt, : g assumes its mfniinum r · at some ~poiJl~ b E. · B . 
• 
, Suppo$e r > 0. 
"' 
. Since . F(b) is compact, 'there exist~ ·a point z ~ F.(b) such 
~ - ~ ' 
that g(b) = d(b,t). B'ecause g(b) = r > 0, b f z. Also, since 
I ' :.z e.. F (b) , g ( z) < H (F (b) , F ( z) ) • 
' .. 
It fol19ws that g(z) < H(F(b),F(z)) < d(b,z) = g(b) , i.e. 
- ~ 
g(z) <; g(IJ). B~t 'F (B) = B: . so z <e B. ~e~efore }we 
contraaiction of the mini~ality of g ·at b . ~· 
have a 
.., therefore r ::::: 0 and · b <=- F (b) . 
f' 
. Remarks: 1.. 'IJle sequence ' (F (A)} converges to B. 
,.l) 
2>. Every ~ixed point of F is in B. 
. ' 3. · The th~~em ,does not hold.,. if _  the images are not 




Smi thson [71] has obtained a similar result, usin~ the notion 
of the regular orbit. 
(, . ·' ~--
. 
Defit\ition -1.,4.10. An orbit O(x) _of the ·_multi-valu~d mapping · F 
., I . ~ 
at x is a sequence {x : "x €. F(x 1. )} where x = x. An orbit , · n n · n- . o 
. ~ 
i s call eo regular if and only if . d(x~+l ,xn+~) 2._ d (xn ,xn+l) · and . 
< 
! . 





f l . 
' . 
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Theorem 1. 4 .11. Le·~ X be a metric space and F : X -+ CB(X) a· I , .. , ~ 
.multi..,.va1ued contractive mapping. If there i.s a regular orbit 
, 
convergent subs~quence · x ·+ y 
. ni . p o (x) for F · which conta.:ins a 
such that x · 1 + y 1 ; . then n.+ . 1 li 
Yl = y
0 
, i.e. F_ . h.as. a :fixed point. 
Nadler and F.raser's theor.em then follows as a corollary, as 
,_ 
does the following. 
'· Corollary 1.4.12. If F : X+ CB(X) is a contra-ctive multi-valued 
mapping on <\ conlpact metric space x., 
·, (cf. ~del stein 1. 3: 3). 
then F has a fixed· point · 
~ . 
. . , 
These results also follow from a,more ea~ily p~oved theorem of 
. . 
Himmelberg, Porter and .Van Vle_pk [35·)' .. 
. .' .. •.' 
Theorem 1.4.1~ . Let (X,d) be a compact metric space'and 
F X + 2X a l]lul ti-v~lued mapping with closed graph, which, ·for some 
. ' . 
a > 0, S > 0,. a + S .= 1 . satisfies the condition 
D (y ,F (y)) < ad(x,y) + SD(x,F(x)) wh~neyer y~)·:· 
~:r F (x), y 4: F(y) _. Then . F has a fixed.point .• 
.-
.a. 
Proof. Suppose F has no fixed point. r• 







X ~- y E F(x ) such that 
. 0 0 
.. d(xo ,yo) = inf{d(x,y) 
Yo + X we ·have 0 
....... 














D(y ,F(y )) < &d(x ' ,y ) + SD(x ,F(x )) .. 
; , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" D 
= d(x0 ,y~) 






Ariother of Edelstein's single-valued mapping results has b~en 
paralleled by Nadler [94] •. 
Definition 1.4.14. A mapping F X + CB(X) is ~s-~id ·to be 
(e:,A) .-uniformly locally contractive\ if, ~or x,y € X and 
• d(x,y) < e:, it follows that H(F(x),F(y)) ~ Ad(x,y), where 
e: > 0, 0 ~ A < ·1. 
.. ,.• 
·~· .., 
Theorem L -4.15. [54] Let (X,~)~ be a complete e:-chainable metric 
space. If F ·: X + K(X). is . { e: , A)· - imiformly locally-contractive, 






















Nonexpansive and Densifying ~aps and . their Fixed Points 
2.1 Preliminaries: 
6efinition 2.1.1. A mapping T of a metric "space X into itself is 
said to be rtone.xpansive if d(T(xj,T(y)) .s_d(x,y) for all _x,y€ X. 
None)cpansi~~ mapping is c~arly more general than contractive. 
Some of the useful characteristics of contractive mappings do not 
carry over to the nonexpansive case. The existence of a fixed point 
. 
does not assure its uniqueness (for example, the identity map on a 
. , ·metric space has every point ·fixed). The sequence of iterates need 
·. n:?t converge to a fixed point, e.ven in a compact .space. Nor does, 
nonexpansi veness of . Tn for some in_teger n guarantee that .T 
has a fixed poin_t, even if· Tn ' does' have .. 
"'- · Cheney and Goldstein [ 14] have given the foll~wi~g res.ult for . 
· a nqne*1ansi ve m~ppil'\g in a general metric': space. We s~ate it with-
.· " 
out proof. 
Theorem 2. 1. 2. Let · X .be . a metric space and T : X -+ X a mapping , 
such that (i) T is n9nexpansi ve , ~ ~ 
(ii) · if T(~) f .x, then d(T(x) ,.T2(x)) . <. ~(x,T(x)),­
(iii) for each x € X, . {fi (x)} has a cluster point. 
Then for each x €. X, . {Tn (x)} converges to a fixed point of T . 
.. .. 
Most fixed point theorems . for nonexpansive mappings require 
·some special c_onditions . on the domain. We next give some defitlitions 
that will pe: needed in the sequel. 
~ 
0 . 
o 'I '• 
.~ . 















... . · i 
. ' 
,,. 
· Definition. 2 ol. 3. · A linear space. X over "a field F is :called a 
normed space ~f fpr each' · x E X there' correspqrids a non-negative 
0 ] 
real number II xll· , ' . the norm Of X, oSUCh that 
. 0 
. (i) II xll = 0 if and only 'if X = 0. 
' . 
(1--i). 1·1 >.x.l r = I A I 0 II xll ·. for ail X E ·x, A € F. 
-..........~ f ., I ; ~ ' 
(iii). ~ I x + rll - ~ ·11 xll + IIYII ·. 
. {' . 
2So 
Every norm induces a metric on X, namely, d(x,y), = H x · - rll' 
·for . x, y £: X • . .. 
\. ' : 
N 
·oefini ti{:;n 2. L 4. 
,. 
A complete normed linear -~p-ace is ·called a· 
. ' ~ 
Banac-h space. 
. .... :-- ... 
l 
0 
: (i)' R with the usual norm, i.e o .' llxl [ = lxl 
:. (ii) C[O,l]. with 11£11 =sup {lf(t)l : t t. [0,1J} 
:p 0 
· :(iii) .· !L ,' 1 ~ · P ~ C:O, the S£ace of sequences such that 
1 
' v,' • • ~ ," • • 
with llxll 
... 
Definition 2.1.5. A set... C in a norm~d. linear space X .. ·is called 
,COnVeX if CLX ' + (f - CL)y € C Whenever X,y' '~ C and 0 < a < 1. 
D • " •. 
. i 
Definition _2 .1.6. · A Ban~ch space X is ca1.1ed unifor~ly_ cqn:vex if, 
for any' E > 0, there exists o, depending on £, such that if 
l'lxll = llrll = 1 and 
" 




. Examples : ,, 
, • J 







. . :: 
-
< ' 






c [0 J lJ. - ' . with sup norm i's not uniformly convex. 
. . ' 
. 
Defini tio'n 2 .1. 7. . A Banac~ space X is calJ.ed stric~ly ~onvex · if: 
· 'for · x,y e.">x .and' llx + yJJ = II xll + 1·1YII, . it foPows that .. 
. . ' 
X = A y , (A > 0,) • 
. .,. .. , 
Examples: 
.• ; q A ' 
' (i) Every uniformly convex'· Banach space is st~ctly conyex,· 
but not conversely. . ... 
(ii) t 1 and t are not s.trictly convex. co 
Definition 2.1.8. Let. X** denote the second dual space of the 
Banach space 
on X* . . If the 
i.e~, the. space o~ ~ontin~_OlJ~r ·~Tr functi'onals 
canonical mapping· IT : X ~ X** ~onto, then X 
ts called reflexive . 
-
Examples: 
~ Ahy finite dimensional Banach space is refl'exfve. (i) 
• (ii) 1~ J r < p <co, is reflexive but 11: is not. 
I 
.. ! -
26~ . . 
.. ' ' 
' I 
Definition 2.1.9. - If A is q bounded subset of a metric space X, 
. 
the· diameter of A, denoted o (A) = sup {d(x,y) · : x,y €. A} • 
' 0 
.Definition 2 .1.10 .. . Let C be a bounded ·, convex set of diameter P. 
·'\' " . 
..i . . . 
~ . 
in a Banach spa~ft X. A point x € X is called diam~tral for C 
· ' if. sup '{j 1~ - YIJ : Y € C} .= P• 
Definiti on 2 .1.11. · A convex set · K in a Banach ~pace X has normal 









more than one ·point, thez:Er exists a point x € C which is not · 
~ 
. ' 
diametrai. • .. 
~ ! ' Example~: 
I (i.) Every convex·,- compact subset of a Banach space has normal 
structure . 
. Cii) Every ~n~formly convex Banach space has normal structure. 
·(iii) · Th~ .space .. C[O,l] with sup norm does not• have normal 
, ' 
' 
structure, since th.e convex·, bo1.mded set . . 
C = {i ~ C[O,l] : 0 ~ f(t) ~_J, f(O) ' = ' O, f(l) = 1}\ is 
such that all fts points are diametral. 
27. 
Dr f' · · 1 2 e 1n 1 t 1on 2 • • 1 • An inner product on a linear space X is a. ·'mapp-
ing from X x X into the· scalar field F ·such that 
· (i_) (x,y) = (.y ,x) the complex conj uga t .e, 
' ' ,t:J 




(iii)· (x,x) i_ 0 for all x E. X, · and (x,x) ·= ·o · if and only if .' 
X = 0 • 
. R.emark: 
Definition 2.1..ll. A · linear~ space ~~ · t '?geili-er With an· inner product; . 
~ 
is .called an inner product space. If such a space is complete; then 
it is called a Hilbert space. 
~ 
. Remark: Hilbert spa~e => * uniformly convex Banach space_. => s.Jictly 
I · 
....  











C<?nvex Banach space => ~reflexive Banach space: I •' 
0 • 
2.2 Fix~d Point Theorems for -No·nexpansive 'Mappings in Banach Spaces. 
r. 
The importance of fixed point ' th~orems~·-:for non-=expansive · ., -
_mappings ,.in the applications (see Browder _[g ] , for example), has . 
prompt~<,~ many mathema~icians. to investigate th'l.s topic . . Some 
interesting results h·ave been ~btainep in the setting of Banach 
spaces by. imposing additional conditions on the domal.n, or on' the . 
mapping itself. 
, II 
Taking as domain a closed, bounded, convex subs~t C Qf, a 
space x,· Browder - [Io] p~oved that ' a nonexpansi.ye mapping of.JI C 
' 
t.o itself has a fixed point if X is a Hilbert space . .. He later 
1 extended thiS theorem . to the case where X. is a uniformly convex 
" ·. 
. . Bana~h space [U]. A ~urther generalizatio.;.-of this result for a 
x:eflexi ve Banach space with a normal str~cture condition was given 
. by Kirk [ 42]. 
· ~ts 
The ~owing well-known 
p~~of fd~ coritp~e~~ness. 
-- . I·~ , -
,. 




• Theorem 2.-2.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and G a closed-, , 
· bounded, convex subset of X, h~v.ing normal structure. If T : C ~ C 
'.\ 
is nonexpansi ve, then T has a fixed point. 
Proof: Let · 4> = . {c 1 c c : T (C 1 ) c c 1 , c 1 
""' 
•' . 
' \ is nonempty, closed and 
convex}. 






















. Let 1/J be a chain in ~ .. i..e. 1/J. consists of sets 
. cl .::>.c2 => . . . ::> _en ..... Since each c., closed and conv·ex, it ~ ' # 
is ther~f<?!e weakly closed. and the. chain 1J! has finite .intersection 
· ' ' 
property. 
Now, as ~bounded, cldsed, convex set in a reflexive Banach 
I 
space, C is-~eakly compact. ~erefore the family 1/J of weakly ~ 
,. 
·.closed 'subsets of <11. has non·-empty 'intersect-ion, 'f.e .. 
C~ =· n C·. ~ $ ·._ Moreover, 'C* is c·lo¥d, convex al)d invarianf 
. C-E-Iji - ~ . 
. . 1 ' 
lgld.er T (i.e., T(C*) c C*) . . Thettefore C* €. ¢> is a · lower bound 





is a sirtgleton {x0 } , ~~ proof is complet~, since 




• . We now show that this is 




)) denote t,h,~ closed convex hull "·of .. T(C
0
)' , i.e~, . 
' . ~ '~ . 
. the smallest c~osed, convex s·et .. containing T(C' ). Since T(C ) C C , 
... ' ·. _. o · o o 
"' :· we hav:e. co(T(C
0
)) C ~0 and the minimality of C0 in ~ implies 
that c = co(r(c ) L 
0 0 t 
Now assume that C
0 
-~more than ~one ele~ent,' i.e., let · 
•.Q 
By normal structure of ~ ~ . ' . there exists a point x €. C 
' . 0 0 
which is not dia~etral, i.e. there' exists 
I 
such that d1 < d 
Let· C1 = {x €. C : C C B(x,dl)} =· C n{ n . B(y,dl)} 
o · o · o :r. Eo c0 
Th~n . . C1 '7- C
0
·• C1 f C0 , since . d1 < <f~;· C1 is cl'o_sed and convex. 
. . ' 
is invariant, under T, for if x E. C 1. C C 
0 
. an_d y E C 
0
, we 
















c1 , is a closed, _convex, invariant~ proper subset of c • 
,0 
~ontradicting the minimali ty of c . in ·~ . 0 Therefore C0 contains 
ju;;t one point. 
Remark. The theorem ho Ids if X ~ s any Banach space· and C · · t s a 
-~ 
convex, weakly compa~t sub~et having normal structure. 
Corollary 2. 2. 2. {Browder [11]) Let X be a uniformly -convex Banach 
,. 
space an~ C a ·nonempty ~ bounded, closed, convex subset of · X. If 
T : C + C is nonexpansi ve, th'en T has a fixed· point. 
I 
.. 
Proof: Every uniformly convex sfach space:has 11ormal structure. 
As· Browder points out, his result is a c~:mseqllence of' the 
. \ 
Schauder fixed _point theorem if C is .compact, and a special .case · 
·of the _Tych~off fixed· point theorem if T is weakly continuous. 
. . 
The following useful result on· the set of fixed point~ of 
. ' 
Ja nonexpans·ive.mapp~ng is given without proof [56] . 
... 
Proposition 2.2.3 • . If C is a closed, convex subset of a strictly 
J 
cqnvex Banach space a,nd T : C -+ C is nonexpansive, t}J,en F (T), the 
set ~f fixed p!Y.tnts of T ~ is closed and convex . 
. 
Edelstein [26] has given a .fixed poin~ theorem for strictly 
. . 
convex Banach space, eJtt'ending a result of· Krasnoselskii given for 


















Theorem 2. 2. 4. Let X b.e a strictly convex Banach space and C a 
. closed, ·convex s~t in x. - Let T : c + c 
. \ T(C) is a. rel~tively compact set in. ·C. 
be nonexpansive such" that 
Let · - >.)T, 
0 < ::\ < 1,. the sequence 
T>. = Al + (1 
{(TA)n(x)}' converges 
to a ·fixed point of T. 
Remark · Bro~der has made ,use of the~ mapping TA in investigati~g the · 
> . . . ' 
possibi 1i ty of findin_g the fiXed/ poi~t·s of nonexpansi ve mappings 
' . 
("ihen they are known to exist) by· using sequen~es of itera tes. · ·we 
. I 




Theorem 2.2.5 •. Let X be a BaRach space and C a closed, convex 
subset of X. Let ·'T C + C · be nonexpansive; For 0 < A < 1, 
. . ~ 
x' € c, deflne, . rA (~) = (1 - A) X + ::\T'(x) J and define' 
' 
T (x) = (1 - ::\)x' + :>..T(x), - wher~ x. is a given. point of C.· Then 
'A o . - , o 
for ea'ch A with 0 < A < 1 , ( . 
(i) · TA . c + c is a contraction and has a' unique fixed point . 
XA in c. 
.. (ii) A' r... : c + c is nonexpansi ve and has the same fixed points 
I 
as T. 
(iii) If X is uniformly_ convex and C is bounded, and if we 
.. 
. , An . 
define xn = (f ) (x
0
), , . then (1 
. ' 
T) xn ~ · 0 as n + "". 
• 
. -. 
Theorem 2.2.6. ~ L'el .. X be .a uniformly convex Banach space and C a 
..... ,. 
closed~ bounded,convex subset of~ X •. Let T : C -+ c be'·nonexpansive 














. , ... ~ 
v . • 
each y ~ €. C, 
A ' 
l 
· cr>..)~(y) converges strongly to· a fixed point of .. T.; 1 
0 
Other 'results for nonexpansive mapping~ in Banach spaces 'have . 
been obtained by imposing the -additional condition of as)'J!lptotic 
regularity on the mapping. 
) . 
Definition 2. 2. 7. Let X be a metric space. , A mapping . T : X -+- X 
is call~d asymptotically .re~lar if lim d (Tn(x), Tn+l (x)) · = 0 . for 
n-7-00 
all x. € X. 
Browder anti Petryshyn [ i 3.J have shown that strong conclusions 
. r · 
may be drawn concerning convergence of sequ·eJ!ces of iterates of such 
mappings to fixed,,Poin.ts. We quote ·some re~uits without proof. 
. . J . ~ I 
. Theorem 2. 2, 8.. Let X be a Banach space and. T : X -+- X a non-
. "exj>ansi ve and asymptotically regular- m~pping. If, ·'for some · x €.. X, 0 . 
.. 
. , ~ 
the sequence {'I'" (x ) } has a subsequence converging to a point 
• . ' 0 
z .. € X, then z is· a fixed point, of T and 
z. 
{1'" (x ) } converges ·to 
0 
~ . 
Theorem 2. 2. 9. Let X be a Banach space and T X -+ X a nonexpansi v~ 
•. 
an_d asym_ptoti~ally regular rn~pping. If F(T) f ~ - and (1 - T) 
. ·. ' 
maps bo-pnded, · clo~ed sets to closeq sets,· then each iterative seque~ce 
:· {'!'" Cx ) } · converg'e~ to a point of F (T). 0 .. ' . 
Remark This result -generalizes Theorem 2.2.6 . 
We mention in _bFief' some resuits on commuti~g families of ' 
mappings and · their common· fixed points. 
. J 
' I' • 
• · 












' . • 
.. 
)....,.. 







Definition 2.2.10. A hmi~y FA . of mappings from a set X to 
itsel! is called commutative if TXTll • TJ.?t. for all lJ, X f. A. 
Theorem 2.2.11. (Browder · [11]). Let X be a uniformly ~onvex . 
_\ 
a commutative family of npnexpansive self-
~ . . -6 .. Banach space and 
{ 
mappings on a', closed, bounde~, convex subset C .of X. Then 
J 
has a common fixed point in... c. 
33." 
.. 
The following result of Belluce and Kil'k [5 ] is stated without / 
· proof . .. 
' 
Theorem 2 •. 2. 12. Let- C be a nonernpty, weakly \~ompact, convex subset 
o.f a Banach space X, and let C · have norma~uctu,re. 
finite family of commuting nonexpansive self-mappings o'f 
common fixed po~rit. 
Remarks: 
Then any 
c has .a 
1. C could be taken as ·a :closed, bo~nded, convex · s~t in a 
reflexive Banach space. 
2. If X is strictly convex, the' theo~ern 1\'blds for infinite 
families. I 
2. 3.Measur of. Non-compactness and Related Th~trerns .-
' I . 
In this section, we ~!J.all e~ami~e, a class of 9per~tors. whose .. 
properties are intermediate bet~een those of contracting and completely 
~ . l . . 
continuous mappings. Such operators wer e first conside r ed by · · 
Krasnos e 1 skii [ ~5] and,~~ :o [21 \ : . Our interest i s in measures of 
noncompac:tness of a s·et (1. e. f un\tlons which a~e invariant under 
,. 
. I 
. u •. · . 








I (1 ~ 
·I 





~· ... . 
'\ 




transition' to the closed conv-ex hull of the set)~ and operator~ 
~ 
' . 
whi<::h decrease the measure of non.compaGtness of~ ·anY set wh6se· .: 
- ·~ ~losur~~;is ~Ot CO~act, .. The ·theory ','pf nOnCOIJ\PaCtness and conde~s-· 
ing operators has appli~ations in general topo~ogy and 'the theory \ . . ' . 
34. 
of differential equations. 
. I · .J tt 
~ detailed .study of this subj ec;t has been · 
. ,:) . . 




The most w1dely used measures of .non<;OJ_npactness- on metric space~ ­
are. the a-measure introduced by Kuratowskii' .and u~ed by Darbo ~ F~ri 
an-d Vignoli and Nussbaum and the· x-mea0sure -employed by Go'l 'denshtein,· 
, j 
... 
Gokhb'erg, Markus, and Sadovskii. 
·Definition 2.3.1. [21] Let ... A , be a bo\ffided set in a· metric space_ x. 
. . 
cx{A) = inf {e: ·> 0 : A admits a partitioning into'finitely many sub-
. . ) l ·, . " 
'sets _of dia~eter -:: ·e:} 





has a fini ~e .t·set} 
. ~ ' 
. Nussbaum [55] and Petryshyn [5'7] -have pointed out that these 
' 
- . 
\ ' I 
. . ~ ' . .. .. 
two measures of noncompac~ness are slightly different.- In particular, 
' . 
.Xx(A) · d_oes not Cfepend intrinsically .on the bounded set · A. They d_~, 
1'1 ' . .,._ ' . 
however, have many propert~es in common. __ Indeed, they are equfyalen~ 
in the sense ·that there exists C > 0, such that for all _pounded 
.. subsets A :in X, CXX (A) ~ a (A) ~ CXX (A) • 
. 
The .following theorems give some· easily pz:oved propertie-s. o£ 
·ex · . (They are - aiso tru,e for' xx·, measure~._ 
' 
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... I[ 
.. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Ctiussbaum [·~5]) Let 'X 
. \ 
I be a metric space and ··A, 
.. 
. 
. ' . 
. 
bound~d subsets. ·· Then 
. .. 
I ( 
.· (i) . a (A) ~.; o C~L: the dicimeter 'of A , 
... 
(iiY A C.·B implies a (A) < a (S), i.e. 'monotonic· 
. . - . 
..... , · . ( 
. (iii} a(A) = ci(A)', i.e. invariant with r .espec,t to closure, ·· 
. . . . 
(iv) a(A U B).= m~x {a(A), a(B)} . J .. i.e. semiadditive. 
If X i~ ~ ~anach space, we have the following further results · 
due to ·Da:rbo. [21). • 
t;>. 
.. 




a (A . ~ B) ~ .a .(~)) a (B)". where A + B = {a + b ·: a e.. A,b' £ B'} 
,a (cq(A}) = ·a (A): . ..... . 
, ' 
Q 
Remarks: . ' 
\:. ~~ is totally bounded .if and ~nly if · a(A) .c: ·a • · 
. 
. 
2. In a c~)~te ~etric space, A .ha~ c~mpact closure (i.e . 
A 4 is precompact) if and only if a(A) = 0 . 
.... 
Definition 2.3.5. Let X ~·a metric space and T : X~ X· a 
~ 
continuous mapping. Then T is called a k- set-contraction on 
. ' 
~ . 
if the following conditions are sat~sfied: 
0 \ ' • ) 
0 ~ • ( 
(i) ~If A C X is bounded, then T(A) 
. . . 
·is' bounded. 




X, . • , 
,· 
" .. 
If k = 1; we c'all· T a 1-set-co.ntraction or a-nonexpansive. 
. . . 
. 2. I~ (ii). is repl1aced. by the condition . that 
r p 
I .. 
for all bounded .sets. 0 A, ' sucli'that a(A) > 0, 
called a 'densifying mapping. 













1. Densifyin.g maps were introduced by Fur1 and Vignoli [30]. 
.. 
Using x-measure of~non-compactness, Sadovskii calls such 
1nappings condensing, ~·whi.le Danes [17r ,~.s.es t~e term 
co.ncentrativ,e. -
2. Kur~towskii [47] generalized the Cantor Intersection ·Theorem 
by proving that a• decreasing sequence of non-empty closed 
sets i11 ~ cqwplete metric s'pace whose measures ·of non-
0 
f 
compactness approa~h zero, has non-empty compact intersection. 
. (' Our interest is .in .fixed poi~t theore~s for mappings o-f thi'S 
. type but first we see how they are related fo each other and t'o the 
' 
mappings we have already consi'dered. · 
Proposition 2.3:6 [55] Any contraction m~pping T of a metric spac; 
. 
X to itself is a k-set-contraction. 
.. 
' Proof: Let A be a bounded set j.n X and let a(A) = p > 0 . . ~en, 
n 
for given ./ > 0, we may wrlte· A = · U A. , . where o (Ai) .::_ p + .£. ·, 
n i=l . 1 · 
for i = 1,2,· . ';. n. Then t(A) · ,;, UT(A. ) ·. Let x,y €. A. for some 
. ' i =l 1 . 1 
fixed i. Then since T. is a contraction mapping, we have 
d(T(x) ,T(y)) < kd(x/~) 
. -
0 < k < 1 
< ko (A.) 
- 1 
< k (p + e::') 
- . , 
... 
Since· e:: is arbitrary, a'(T(A)) .::_ kp = kcx(A) 1 




1. Every k-sef-coritraction is densifying, but not conversely. 
I N~ssbabm [55] gives the following example· of a densifying 




. map whic_h is not a k-set-contraction for'' any k <• 1. 
Let p : [0,1] -+ R be a stric.tly decree3:sing n~·­
negative furtction such that · p. (0) = 1. L'et B be the 
unit ball about the o:rfgin· in any infinit'e dimensional 
' 
37 • 
· Ban~ch space X. Then f : B -+ B defined" by f(x) = p (x). x 
is- the required mapping. -
·- • - - .,. ;.'t.' 
-, 2.-· In'1 a manner similar to that of Proposition 2.3.6,·tt ca~ be 
shown that a contractive mapping is· ·densifying (condensing)· 
a!'}d a nonexparrsive mapping is a-nonexpansiye (1-set-contract-
ion). Hence, we have 
contraction ~ · co?tractive 
. JJ, ~~· ' 
k-set-contract1on ---;" dens~fyit:tg 
nonexpansive 
:· {l.. ' 
_. a-nonexpansive 
. . -
-3. Completely continuous mappings (i'.e. continuous mappings 
which take bounded sets'·to precompact·sets) and contractions 
·and their sums are derisifying. 
The following fixed point theorems for mappings involvi~g 
"' measure of noncompactness ar, wo!th mentioning. ·The first · of 
. 
these, for k-set-contra~tions, is'due to Darbo [21]. 
Theorem 2.3.7. ·Let X be ·a Banach space and C a . boun~ed, close?, 
.. 
convex subset of X. Let T : C -+- c· ·be a k-set-contraction. · ·Then T 
has a fixed. point in C. 
: 




I . , 
p • 
0 
38 • . . 
Theorem 2.3.8. Let X be a Banach space and C a closed, bounded, 
convex . subset of X. Let T .: C -+ C be continu~us. Let 
.... 
for n > 1, and assultle that 
a(Cn) -+ -0 . Then T has a fixed point in C. G' 
.:· 
., 
Proof. Each ·C'VJ;t is clos.ed, :bounded, convex and nonempty and 
n 
,, ' 
Cn~ C~+l' for n > 1. Therefore, by Kuratowskii's generalization. 
of the Canto'r ~ntersection . Theorem (se~ Remark 2 after 2.'3. 6), 
C* = n C is nonempty and compact. Aiso C*' fs convex, and by_ 
· n>1 n 
the construction, T : en -+ cn+l' Therefore_, by Schauder Is fixed 
point theorem, the continuous mapping T : C* -+ C* has a fixed point. 
Darbo's theorem [21] then follows as a corollary, since 
.. n , 
a(C ) <-·k ·_a(C) + 0 as n + oo • 
.. 11 - . : . -
We next consider some fixed point theorems for densifying; 
(condensing) mappings. ..The main theorem here was given independently 
. . 
by Furi ·,and -Vigno,li ['31] and Nussbaum [55~, and also by Sadovskii [62]. 
for x-measure. The_ proof follo~s as aan easy consequence of two results 
(Corollary 2.3.13, Prop. 2.3.14) in the s_equel.- 0 
Theorem 2.3.9. Let X be a Ban~ch space and C a nonempty, bounded 
clos~d, convex 'set' of X. Let T : C + C be densifying (condensing} •. ~ 
Then . T · has at least one 'fixed point in C. 
. .... 
.. 
• . ~ ' . • t • . 
Remark: The conclusion of the above theorem does not hold if condens-
, ing .is replaced by !-set- contraction, _even if X is a 
I;Iilbert space·. 
Q .... , . 
1i .... ~ ·, • 
... 
' . 














~e follo~ing theo;em· of P~tryshyn [S8j ~eneralizes Edelstein's 
· result (Theo.rem 2. 2-. 4). We state · i ~ without proof . 
• q 
.. 
Theorem 2. 3. 10. Let X - be a stri~tly convex Banach. space and C 
' 
a nonemP~Y, closed, bounded, convex subset· of X. Let t ·: C -+ C be 
. . c 
let TA = AI + (1 - A)T. densifying .and nonexpansive. For 0. <. A ~ 1, 
Then . for each x E C; the sequence {(TA)n(x)} converges to a fixed 
,, 
point~of T in "c. 
. I 
Remark: , Singh .[66] has improved this .result for a densifying mapping 
~ . . 
' 
~ 
T : C· -+ C 
. ~ . . . . 
whene ~ is a generaf Banach space, by 
- . 
requumg TA to be ~u~h that . ·rl TA (x) - P·l l < . II~ p ·ll 
fo·; ;;tll p E F (TA)' . and al'. x ti C - F (TA) . 
"' {J,. "' 
A further general result has been given by Singh and 
d 
Yadav [69] in the light of Kirk [43]. 
We give next a theorem of .Furi and Vignoli [30] . ; , 
l • 
~ . 
Theorem 2.'3.11. Let' X be a· complete metric space .and ' T: X--+ x. 
u 
a dt-m.si£ying mapping. Let · F be a ,re~l-value~ lo~~r semico~tinuous 
function defined on X x X such that P(T(x),T(y)) < F(x,y) for all 




·the sequeJiC~ of iterates = {fl(x
0
)} ' isbopnded, then .T has · 
. . . 
a_unique fixed point in X • 
Proof. Let 
co . .., 
A,= · U·Tn(x
0
). Th~n_T(A) = U TnCx
0
)C :A . . 
n=O. n=l 
Therefore T A-+ A, and _ A = T(A) U {x-o} . . 
' .1 
We show ·that A, the closure of .A, is coinpact. ~~se~--~----~--------
\ • 
~ a(A) = a(A) > o. Th~n;since T is densifying 
. . . 









a (T(A)) < 'a(A) • But a (A) = a (T (A) U { x } ) 
. 0 
Therefore a(A)-= 0 = a(A) 
that A ·is_compact. 
= max~{a(T(A)), _ a({x
0
})} · 
=max {a(T(A)), 0} 
= a (T (A)), a contradictio-p • 
and si~e X is complete, this implies 
I 
r-
By continuity of T, we have T(A) c;: T(A) ~A 
40 • 
Therefore T: A+ A 'satisfies all the conditions of ~heorem · l.3.7, 
and so has a fixed point in A . 
Uniqueness follows by contradiction from the fact that 
I 
F(T(x),T(y)) < F(x,y) ·for I X: fy. · 
.- - --·---
Remarks: 
1. · Singh and Zorzi tto [·70] general:lzed this ·result by requiring · 
T to be densifying and such that for,some integer n, 
F (Y1 (x) ~Tn (Y)) < F (x ,y) . 
f' 
2. ·With · F · =· d ,.· the metri'c~ on . X, we get the ,following 
·result: If T :·X+ X 
. l 
\.' 
is contractive and densifying on a I 
' . ' · I 
complete metric space X, and {Tn (x ) } ·is bounded for 
I 0 
' .. 
. some · x 6 X-, then T has a unique fixed point. 
. 0 , 
. . 
3 . . Since a contraction . mapping is densifying and contractive 
and such that every sequence of. iterates is botinded, the· 
Banach Contra.ction Principle is a' corol"Iary to this theorem . 
The .··following. result ·of Furi. and Vignol~ [32] involving 










The·orem 2. 3.'12. Let {xn) be a bounded sequence in a comp~ete 




regular tOn · {xn}. Then { x~} is compact and all its limit points 
.p ~ . . 
-. ,,l r 
' 
are fixed points of T. 
Corollary 2.3.13 .. Let X be a boun9ed complete metric space and 
T : X-+ X a mapping such that inf '{rl(x,T(x)) : .x a X} = 0. If T 
... 
·}:~ dens_ifying·, .. Cor if T is completely continuous), then· T· has a 
_. fixe.d poiRt ·in X. 
, - · . 
For n-nonexpansive mappings, Furi and Vi&!loli [31-] have given 
the following _result. 
' . 
Proposition 2.3.14. Let· T ~-~ · c .. be_a-nonexpansive on a closed, 
• . -
boUnded, convex subset C bf'a Banach space X. · Then 
inf { llx. -.. T(x) II -: x t;. C} = 0.· 
' 
Proof. ·· Let x
0 
-~ - C ~ define TA.: C" ~ C by 
TA. (x) · = .(I - A.)x
0 
: ·A.T(X), . ~here · 0 < A < 1. Then TA is· a ).-set-
. contra~tion, for if A C· C, we have T, (A) = . (1 - ·A.)x +. A.~(A), and -
1\ • 0 
' · 
a(TA (A).) = n[(l - A.)x
0 
+ AT(A)] ~- 0- A.)n({x
0
}) + A.a(T(A)) =· ~a(T_(A)) 
. . 
The~efore T A. - has a fixed point x). in C 
~ Aa(A). 
(by Theorem 2. 3. 8} •. 
Als'o TA. (x) . _converges to T (x) .. 1,1n~formly ,on. c as A -+ 1. 
I • ' • • 
' But · llxA.- T(x>.JII = · IITA(xA.) .- T(x).,_)ll~= IICTA.. - T~xAII-+ o. 
,. • • ~ 1o • 
Therefor~ · i~f {j lx -·T(x) 1.1. : x·€. C} = 0. 
Remark: The mapping T of Theorem 2. 3. 9 sa tis fie~ the conditions of · 
the proposition, since a densify~ng map is ~-none~ansi~e. 
















Then, by Corollary. 2.3.13~ 
, <.' 
T has a fixed point. 
The notion of,densifying has been applied by Bakhtin [3 .1 to 
families of m~ppfn¥s. · We state the following results, generaliziJ'lg 
Theorems 2.2.l0 and 2.2.11. 
Theore~2.3.15. Let -F be a .commutative family of nonexpans~ve 
·' 
operators defined on a closed, bounded, convex subset C of a 
Banach sp~ce X. Let T (C) C C· for each T ~ F. Let F contain 
~ ~ 
.. 
at least one condensing " operator. ·Then the family . F has· a common 
I 
fixed point in · c. 
An extension of Bakhtin's result has been given by ~ingh and 
Holde~ [68]~ 
t. 
theorem 2.3.16. Let F be as in the pre.ceding theorem. If one of 
, 
the mappings in F ~s demi~compact, th~ family .has a common_tixed 
: 
,. 
point. (A ·cont'inuous ~apping T is demi-:-compacLi£,_ whe~ever {x } . . n .• 
is, botmded and {x - T(x )} 
n n 
is strongly c~nvergent in X, then 
fxn} has a stro~gly· convergent subsequence.) 
Generalized contractive mappings have been introduced and 
inv~stigated by Lifsic and ·Sadovskii [49], and Danes [18]. 
Definition 2.3.17./ (Lifsic arid Sadovs~~i). Let X be a local~y 
convex topological space. and C a subset of · X. · A continuous mapping 
T: C +X is·called generaliz~d concentrative- if it · satisfies the 
i 
following condition : M C C such . . that T (M) .c M and . M co (T(M)) 
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.. 
' ~· -
Danes: [ 18] has given the· following definit:i_on. 
, 
Definition 2. 3.18. Let X· be a ~opological space arid 1 C a subset. 
of X. A co~tinuous mapp~ng T ; C ~ X is called gener~l~zed 
concentrative if it satisfies the following conditions: 
--1. (i) M c C and M = co T(M) => M is compact 
(ii) M C C ' such that 'T(M) C M and card (M - T(Mn . :~ 1 
· Remark: 
=> M is compact·. 
I" • .... • • 
Danes gives an even more general definition of a-generalized 
· concentrative mappings oh a topolqgi~al space. X, tvhere · a 
p 
is an extensive (M c: a (M)) , idempotent (aa· = a) and 
m~notone set:-to-set mapping on the family of subset's of X. 
Clea;rly CO: is s4ch a mapping. 
• t) . 
The ·following theorem holds under either of the above definit-
'· 
· ~ons. · 
.. , 
' n 
Theore~ 2.3.19. Let X be a locally con~ex Hausd9rff -linear topological 
space and C_ . a nonempty, closed, convex subset of X~ ~f T: C + C 
is a generalized concentrative mapping, then T has a fixed point in 
. 
c . . 
'• 
2."4 Multi-VaJ...ut.fCl Mappings. ' . 
. . rf 
Remark':· We use the same .nota'tiori as in Chapter I for the various 
,, 
I · 
familiesJof subsets of a space X. 
' 
. . 
In additio-n, we denote . 
by CK(X) the family of aonvex, compact subsets . 
j' ' ' . • . 
.. 
;~ . .. 
·. 








Definition 2:4.1. · .A multi-valued mapping F :··x-+ CB(X) . is called 
nonexpansive if H(F(x) ,F(y)) ~ d(x,y) for all x,y E X. 
•) 
A few interesting fixed point theorems have been given for 
. . . 
multi-valued none.xpan.sive mappings. The closely related work of J ' . . 
Markin [51], IM~o [48] and. Assad an? Kirk [ 1] G!l this .~opic_i.s 
. 
included here without proofs. 
~ 
i 
In 1968, MarRin gave the fqllowing theorem . . 
., 
• 
· ~ Theoreni 2. 4. 2.. Let ·X be a rear Hilbert. sp~ce and B its closed 
• ' : 
' 
:unit ball. Let F, : X-+ CK(X) be n~nexpansive. ·If F(x) c B for 
. . ' 
each x E B, then F ·has a .,fixed poi~t in B. ·· 
·This result 'was ge~er~;~.lized ·by E!, · Lami Doz~ in 1'9_70. He, 
\ . 
, . 
( . - . 
describes the fol~owing con~ition as OpiaP s condition. 
''If, the sequence 
. x f x0 , t]len . . 1 im inf 
{xn} ~converges weak-1>:" to · x
0
, ·. and if 




' vpial's condition -is sati~fioo by Hilbert spaces and by the . 
R. spaces (1 < p . < ,oo) p . . 
'· 
among others. 
. ' ·, .. 
Theorem 2.4.3. [48] Let x· be a Banach'~pace satisfying Opial's 
condition. Let _C be a norlempty, weakly compact convex subset of x'. 
Let F. : C.-> K(C). b~ none~ansiv~ • . Thim F . has .. a fi.xed point in C. 
·p 
I-· ' l 
_JP ~972, Assad and -Kirk [1 ) gave · the f~llowing generalization. 
~) : 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let X be a ~nach space satisfying Opial's condit- · 
. ~ 
. . ' · ion: .. Let_ H' ) be a closed, c~~ex subset of x· and C a nonempty 


















'T"expansive and suppose F,(x) c. C , whenever x € oH(C), the bOundary 
• 
' 
of C relative to ·H. Then F has a fixed point in C. . 
.) ! We now turn our attention to multi-valued ~~ppings inv ~~ing 
m!Psure of n'on-compactness . Contributions to this to:gic hav r been 
made by Danes, Lifsic aQd Sadovskii, Furi and Martelli and Himmel-. 
berg, Porter ~nd Val Vleck. 
The following ~efinitions and theorems are due to Himmelberg, 
Porter and Van Vleck . [36]. 
Definition 2 A. 5. · Let X be a locally convex· linear space· and B 
.· a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 compos~d of convex sets: · If · M c X, 
define Q(M) to qe the collection of all B € B such that 
~ ~ + B J M for some precompact subset S of X. The set Q(M) is 
a measure of the precompactness of M, i.e. the larger Q(M) is, 
- -·the more nearly pre~ompact is M. 
' . 
ProEosition 2.4 . 6. (i) ·. M is precompact if and only if Q(M) =· B 
(ii) Q(M) . = Q(co M), where co(M) = convex hull 
of M. 
. . , 
Definition 2.4.7~ Let H be a subset of a locally convex space X. 
A mul ti'-valued. mapping F : 
i~ ~or some choic~ of b~sJs 
' . 
:;:,. 
tl ~-P(X) . is called condensing if and only 
·B of convex neighbourhood$ of _o, ,we · · -... 
have Q(F(M)) t Q(M) fpr every bounded, non·precompact subset M of 
H. 
Remarks: 
·~-~'-------'· -·-...,.._,-4..i. · If X is a Banach space and , B the collection .of spherical 
then this .defini t ion o{ 'condensing is · 











. ~ . '
46. 
. ' 
implied by Sadovskii [62]. ' ' 
... 
2. If X .is locally convex and H c. X, . . then a multi:..valtied 
•• 
mapping F , is :condensJng ~hert. ~i theJr 't(i) H is compact ·, .. 
or (ii) F . takes bounded sets to pre~ompact sets. 
Theorem 2.4.8[36]Let C be a none~ty, complete,,convex, subset of a 
separated locally convex space X. ' Let f : C ~ P(C) be ~Qndensing 
with convex values, close~ graph, ard bounded ~ange. Then ·F has.a 
fixed point. 
Remarks: 
1,. If X • is .!lon~separated, the .theo.rem remains true if we 
.require C to be closed. 
.. 
, o 
2. The ·fixed point theorems of 
containe·d in this theorem. 
Schauder and 'Tychonoff. are 
Himmelberg and Van Vleck [37] later -~fine~ two notions ·of 
"semi-condensing" and thenc~ obta~ned ~h~orJms ' which yield···as 
. . I. . I 
c~rollaries ~orne resul'l;s of .Sadovskii' , · Lifsic and Sadovskii, and 
Danes. The definitions are as follows. 
., 
.. 
Definition 2.4.9. Let A be a non-.erilpty,,convex subset of ·a separated 
locall~· convex space x: Let ·F : A ~ P(A). 
:\ 
(i) F is· called •tsemi-condensi~g" j,f and only if 
{x} t.i {~ (x)} ·U U~ 2·.(x)} U has compact closure ·for 
b 
some · x E. A • 
. . 
. . ' 
(ii). F _i; caned "S~mi-conde~'sing mod closed convex sets" if 
. . ' e 
and only if ~ach closed, c.onvex set . MC.A 
~ . . 
., . 
. -. 
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II - . 
' ' 
I 
With the·se definitions, Himmel berg and Van 'Vleck give , the 
.... .. ' 
fqllowing fixed 'point theorems. We omit the proofs. ·, 
- Theorem 2. 4 .10_. Let A 'be a ~~n-empty convex. subset ·of a separated 
locally convex space X. L~ r. : ~ P(A) hav~ conve~ values and 
··. closed 'graph; Let F · be botli . semi-condensing and semi-condensing 
. ' ' "\' . 
, ... . 
mod closed convex sets. Then F has a fixed point . 
f' . ,. 
Remark: Since the g~neralized . ~oncentrative .mappings of Dan\; and _ 
S'ado':'skii -obey. both parts of Definition· 2. 4. 9, we hav_e 
Theorem . 2. 3. 20 as a cor911ary t<J' the above theorem . .. The 
mplti-valued analogue is the following: 
• 
Corollary 2. 4 .11. Let- F · : A + P (A) , (with A as .in the . theorem) · 
. ' 
be a· generalized condensing multi~alued mapping with _'convex values . 
. ·- and closed.· gr?ph. Then F has a fixed point. ·l " 
. , 
Theorem '2 :·4 .12. Let ·A be a nonempty, convex, _weakly compact subsex 
.. . ' I• 
·of ', X and let F : A -+ P(A) -haye convex values and closed graph, and . 
. 'be semi-condensing mod closed Gonvex sets. Then F has a fixed point • 





Results for ~ingle~valued . mappings (and families) similar 
• I 
to those of Kirk ~2] and _Browder [11] can be -obtained by 
USing th~ ~1Semi·-~.O!ld~nS~ng ~Od ~l0;e~ c\nVeX S•~tS II COndit-'l 
ion in place o_f the nQrmal~ty ~ondition on X •.. 
The f ollowing theorems due to Himmelb~rg and Van Vl eck 







,/ .... ~ 
/ 
generalize TheoTem 2 . 3~11. --/~-
.. ,
0 
Theorem 2.4.13. Let tfl 
( ' 
be a .. real-valued lower 
" ' 
' / < ' semi-cqntinuous-~p : . 












. ' .' 
.. 
0 
.. ·~ . 
Q 
condensing,'continuous mapping, such· that . 
. . - . . 
4>(T(x).T(y)) <.<P(x,y) fqr _' x,y £ ~. ~~-·(y. ~ 
point. 
.. & ' <> 
/ 
,, 
' :. ' , 
..· 
Th~ore~ 2.4.14~ Let · X be a metric space and F ~X ~· 2x ~semi-.·· ·· 
I 
· . condensing, contractive mapping.· -Then F' has a fixe~ point. 
. ' \ ' . . 
, ~ I , - . • . ' 
Apparently indeJ?e~dently of Himmelberg ~nd Van .Vleck, Furi 
' ~ . 
' and-Martelli [29] have ~evelop,ed fixed point theorems for what they )" 
,  
call ·co:coinpact lJ1appings. ' ' 
I I . 
~e a closed, corwex s'ubset of a loca~lly Defiriiti~n. 2 .. 4. _Is. :_ L~tJ,Q 
convex .Hausdorff space ·X. 
I • ' 
A·. mapping F : Q + I' (Q) is called. Co:.. ··. 
.. 
. . 
compact .,if A c: .Q ~nd co F (A) ~A implies J:hat. A. is: cc:mpact. 
'· 
.. · 
.Proposition 2.4.16·:· F i~ co-compaqt i.f ~nd ~nly if ;. co. F(A) =·A 
I 
impli.es A is compact. 






. • r 
1-. The. definition and proposition hold for single-~valueq 
;;,..·, 
· mappings·: _. 
2. I co·-compact is the same as "semi-condensing mod .closed 
. .,. 
























b· ·• ~ ~ · .· . 
. range . . Hence, · ~heir thetn~ms include some other results for 
. ' .. . "' 
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Vleck in Theorem ·2. 4.12. Again, w.e ami t the proof.s. :· . 
. ' 
. · . Theorem 2 . .4 .17 · [29] : . Let Q ·. be a closed, convex subset of a 
. , . l ' .. 
Let I F : . ~ -+- P(~) .b~ rompact . . , ·· . local!~ ·convex Hausdorff space_ .... X. 
w.lth convex values.and : closed-grap~s. Assume that t here exists a 
weakly. compact subset K of Q such that F(K) c K. Then F has 
. , 
. ' 
a' fixed . point~ 
Theorem 2.4.18 . [29]. Let Q be as~ above . . Let F : Q-+- P(Q) be 
I 
co~~o~_act with convex values an_d :closed graph. ·. Assume · that there 
. . e~fst~ ,. a weaKly compact subset M of Q such that · M 'I"\ C t fJ for . 
all' Mnvex,' closed subsets ·c . of · Q· which are ·in~ariant" ·und.er F. 
' ' · ' I 
,· . 0 1 • . • ....... 
Then. F . has a· fixe.d .PPint: 
Remark: The theorem holds if Q is q clo~ed,· bounded convex 
subset of a reflexive Banach space. 
I • \ o • 
Some Yur~her work on . . this ·topic ~as be~n done by Ma [so '] ahd ) ' . 
· .
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· CHAPTER 'Ii-I 
Fixect Point ~~orems for ·Mappings with a Convexity Condition ~ 
'· r' 
.· 
C9nvexity of the domJin of a mapping is• frequently required 
"in obtaining ~ixed point theorems, particularly ,for nonexpansive, 
, J I ' ' t t 
or more generally, for continuous mapping~·. I Certain mathematicians 
nota~ly Belluce and Kirk, Montagnana and Vignoli; Singh and Holden, 
Danes and Ko, have obtained fixed point ~heorems by imposing a 
' convexity condition on the mappi~g. which ena~led them to weaken 
. -the conditions on the spa_ce. For example, Kirk 1 s theorem (Theorein 
2.2;1) for nonexpansive mappings holds if. normal structure of C 
' 
' is replaced by convexity of 1 - -T. • In this cfiapter we ~xamine 




results. We also give a theorem for commutative family of mappings, 
I 
~3.1 Single-valued Mappings .and·Fixed Points~ J· . i . I 
I 
{ 
Definition 3.Ll. A real-'valued function f on R is called 
convex if f ·(x; Y) ~} (-f(x) +. f(y)) for' all x,y €R.· 
Remark: [46] If f is , a1so continuous,.then it satisfies the 
. : ' ' stronger condition of Jensen's Inequality, namely, 
~ 
' f.(Ax + (1 >.)y) <'. >.f(x) + (1 -. >.)f(y) 
-'I-
for all 
~,y E: R, ' 0 < >. < 1. 
, . ·The notion of c:onvexi ty has been extended to mappings from a. 
. B;mach space to it~elf as: -fol~m\rs: 
.. ',. 
~ 1 • • 






Definition 3.1.2. An operator_ T K ~ K defined on a nonempty, 
. ~ .. 
convex·subset K. of a Banach space .X is called convex if 
II;Cx; YJ.II~~C!It(x)ll .+ llt(y)l _l) for all 
ineql)~li ty holds whenever x + y, _and T (x) 
both 0, •We say that. T 'is ~trictiy convex. 
I . 
x ,y €. X. · If strict 
~ 
and T(y) are not 
51. 
Remark: ,Ev~ry linear mapping is con~ex, bot not conversely. -Also, 




1. Let ,X= 1R, K' =. (0,1). Define f(x) = x2 • Then f: is 
strictly convex. '-
2.' Let X= C[O,l], · the. space of continuous functio1ls .on· 
[0,1] with sup norm. .. 
Let K = {f € C(O,l] 0 i f(x)' 2._ 1, f(O) = 0, f(1) .= 1} 
Define 4> K ~ . K by 4>(f(x)) = xf(x) where f E K, 
x l:: (0, !].. 
Then 4> is . a convex mapping on the convex set · K. 
~ 
Definition 3.1.3. Let . K be a nonempty~ convex subset of a Banach 
space X. A mapping T K-+- K .is called quasi - convex· ~n . K if. 
·l-l¥cx ; Y) j.j ~max { IITCx) II, llt(y) II} for . all · x,y li 'K. -
. . . 
Jf strict inequality :holds whenev~r · x f y 'and T(x) and 
. ~ . 
T_(y) are ·n·o_t both zero, we say T is strictly quasi-convex. 
' Quasi-convex .is c1ea~ly more general than convex. 
"" 
•'0 • 
- . ' 
.. , . 
' . 
"\ 







rx. "· Let· X :: (O, oo) and let f(x) = 
, It . 
Then· f is not convex. For exampie, if •X = 1' y = 4 we . , 
x + y s· ~ . r . r::;-;::-, ~have .f( 2 ) = f("2) =. v2.5, . wh1le. 2 Cf(x) + f(y))· = 1.5 < v2.5, 
~ut f is · quasi-convex because. it is increasing, so that for 
' . x < y, we have f(x; Y) < f(y) =max ·{:f(xLf(y)} 
Indeed, f is strictly quasi'-convex. 
· (A .. ~In ' th7 sequel, we shall frequently~require co'nvexit:y or quasi.-
. convexity of the function 1 - T or the functi"onal J define.d by 
J (x) = II (1 - T) x II : .. 
We s-hall al,so make use of the following well-known results. 
1. A real - valued function f on a set X is (weakly) lowv 
~- . 
semi~conti.nUOUS i~~.for . any •real nUI~ber r the set 
{x ~ :x : f(x) .::._ r .} is (weakly) . closed. 
i •' 
, 4 • ~ I 
A convex, continuous, real-valued function on a Banach space 
is weakly lower semi-continuous. 
·3 ; A (~eakly) lp.w~r -semi-continuous map. on ,a (weakly) compact 
-
set attains its infimum. 
Taking as qomain .a nonempty , . convex, weakly compact subset K 
~ 
of a Banach · space, Belluce and Kirk.' [6 ] prov~d the exfstence of ·a 
f~xe~ pOi~t f~r ~ continu?us . m.appin~ 
· ·conditions that • 1 - T is convex oJ 
T : K -+ K satisfying the 
K and 
. . 
inf {II x - ''f'~x) II : x '<:. K} ::::· 0. Dan.es [19] improved thi s result 
J . . ' 
·sightly by~~quiring d~mi-continuity . i nstead of continuity of T· . 





. ' . ~ 
T : X.-+ X is :called demi-continuous .if, 'for any sequence 
X such- that X -+ X 
n o 
strongly,. we have T (x ) ;+ T (x ) 















weakly). In a different direction, Mon tagnana and ,Vignol.i. [53] 
improved Belluce and Kirk's result by replacing convexity of 
. 
1 - T . by quasi-convexity. They also showed that if the quasi-
convexity is strict, then the fixed. ·point is unique . 
• 
t 
Us:l,ng the methods of Danes and of Montagnana and Vignoli, we 
give th"e foi"lo'wing theorem. . ... 
. ' 
Theorem 3.1.4. Let . T K + K be'a demi-continuous mapping defined 
·On "a nonempty; convex, 'weakly compact subset of· a · Banach space X. 
I 
Suppos·e '1 - T · · · · 1s quas1-convex on 
I 
K, . and inf· {II x - T(x) II : x .€: K} ·= 0. 
. ' 
Then t has a fixed point in K. Moreover, if 1 - T is strictly 
-../ 
quasi-convex or strictly convex on K, then T has a unique fixed 
) 
point.- in K. 
Proof. Since T is demi-continuous, so is i - T. Since norm is 
~eakly lower semi-continuous (l.s.c.), the functional 
'· J (x) = llx - T(x~ II · is 1. s.c. and so the sets H = {x E. K J (x) ·.::. r · ,
. r 
r E'"R} are closed. These sets are also convex , for if a,b € H 
r 
and c = A a + (1 - A)b, 0 < >. .::: .1, we have, by the quasi-c'onvexi ty 
of 1' ·- T, that J(m) = II (1- T)mll 12_ max{IICI - T)all, II· Cl - T)bl _l} < r. 
Therefore·., the sets Hr are· weakly, closefl and :the function-al J is 
weakly 1. s. c. on the weakly compact set K. · Therefore J attains. its 




)= i nf {J(x) : x ~ K} , i:e. II x - T (x ) II = inf {II x 0 I 0 
Therefore 'x = T (x ) , i.e. x is a· fixed po:lnt of ·· T. 
l 0 0 0 
.I . 
The second part of the theorem follows by contraq_ictiorf from the 
). 




. ... . 
• o 






in K, .with x f y, ~e have 
IICl- ~~) <-; yll <max {11 ·(1- T)xl], IICl- T)y]]l =.;: 0 • 
\ 
· The· 'following known results can be obtained · as corollaries. 
(Danes [!~]) If T : ~-+ K is -. demi"continuou: 
a nonempty, convex weakly coffipact subset of a Banach space; : 
1 - T. is convex onf K and· inf {I lx rex) II X E K} = 0, 
then T ,-has a fixed point in K. 
.. 
Corollary 3'~ 1. 6. (Belluce and Kirk [6 ]) . Let J<. be as in the 
.. ~ . 
theoreJR .. · Let T ·: K + · K .be _continuous, such that 1 - T is convex 
. ' 
.and inf {I~ x - T(x) II : x c= K} = 0. Then T has a fixed point in K. 
. ' 
Corollary 3. 1.'7. . (Montagnana· and Vigrioli [53]). Let K be as in the 
I • -
theorem. Let T :· K -+ K be cont_inuous, such tha.t 1 - T i's quasi-
. . . 
conyex on K and . inf { II X - T (x) r I. I: X ~ K} = 0. Then T has a . 
. fixed point ~n K (~hich is ·unique if 1 - T. . is~ strictly quasi-convex 
on K). 
Remark: The theorem and corollaries clearly hold if K is a closed, 
bounded, convex subset o(a reflexi ve Banach space, since 
such a set is also weakly compact. 
\ 
The following examples~ indicate that the various conditions of 
. the th~trem' are essentiai. ( These examples have. ~een given by Belluce 
\ 
. and Kirk [6 ] and Ko [44]. 
·. Exa:mples: 
: ·1. Weak . compact~es·s of K. (Belluce and Kirk ['6 ]) ·. 










K is convex, nonempty, but: not weakly 'compact. Define 
. I . ' 
$ ·: K ~ K by $-(~.(x)) = xf(x), . for f E K, X E [0,1). • 
. $ is nonexpansi ve (hence conti11uous). <P is asyrnptot.ically 
. ' . 
r¢guHtr on K, so ~nf{ II~ - H£) II : f . 6' K} = 0. Also ·. 
. 
) - cp is convex on K. Bl:lt · $ . has no fixed point in ¢ K, 




Quasi-conv~xity of 1 - T (Ko [44]): 
Let · X.' = R- 2• , K = {x ~ R- 2 : 11xll .::_I}. l< ,is nonempty and 
convex, and is also weakly compact, since X 'is reflexive. 
Define T by · T(x) = (1 - llxll· , x 1 \x2 • ? • •) where 
x=· (x1 ,x2 .... ). ~eJ! .IIT(x)lf .::_1, so. Tio K -+ K. T 
(n). 
is continuous.. If we consider the points x where 
· ( ) · 1 · (n) 
x. n = - for i < n2 , x.~ = 0 for i > ·n2 · we see that 
1 n - 1 
llx(n)ll ~12/n + 0, so inf{!lx -·T(x)ll : x E K} = 0. 
But 1 -. T is not quasi-convex. For exa":JPle·; if we take 
- . (2) - 1 1 ' 1 1 . 
X - X - (2, 2, 2 , 2, 0, • , , ) artd 
- (2) - 1 1 i 1 ' Y - -x - (- 2' - 'i' - , - 2, 0 • • • ) , . we get . 
llx .:. T(x) II = IIY. - T(y) ·ll= 1212 < 1, while 
.. -
' . 
-'I (1 · - T)x ; yl r = I j(-1 - ~)Oil = 1. T has no fixed point 
in K, for if f(x) = X; for some x E: K, -we would require 
- oi> 2 . (, 
' . 
x 1 = x 2 = • • • = xi . = . . • · an'd . { I xi I < oo ; so xi = 0 
for ali M". But- .then f(O,O, . ·.,) = (i,o,o, .. :) + (0,0, ••• ). · 
.. . 
. ' 
Clearly inf{ I fx - . T C:c) II : ·x E K} · = 0 is required .if, i is 
to have a fixed point. Belluce and Kirk [6 ] and Ko [44] · show 
that this condition is not implied by the' others. 











. . - \ . 
Lch X be a reflexive Banach.t:fpace wl]os·e closed unit 
. . ,, 
. . \ . 
c ::: {X ~ X : II ill = . 1 } ball S ls not compact: Let 
- 1q .. . . 0 
and le~ · cp ; S + C be a _continuous map with no fixed 
· poin~ (see Dugundji [23]). Let s2. = · x E. X : llxll 2_ _2}.. 
' . -
S2 "is weak~_Y compact, but not _compact. Then there exists 
a continuous mapping .1/J : S2 + S, such that tjJ = <P on· S, . 
and ljJ has no fixed point. Now ·define . T by 
0 1 • T(x) = x + llw (x)-xll . (1/1 (x) - x)~r x E. S2 • Then 
is well-defined, T(S2 ) C .S2 , T is continuous on s2 
1 - .T is convex on s2 • ·But since II x - 'T(x) II = 1 
for any x l: S 2 , in£ {II x - . T (x) II :. x cr:: S 2 11 f ·o and 
• . I 
~a·s no fixed point. 
T 
and 
Remark [53]: The existence of fix6d points for a mar>pin,g T : ·C· + C 
(i) 
... ·(ii) 
is a consequenc~ of two conditions: 
·. inf { I l.x - T (xJ-11 : x ~ C} = 0 and 
· T(x) ::= l .lx- T(x) II ·attains its infimum on t. 1 • 
' ' 
'Th_us,,for ex~mple, if T is'weak1ycontinuous and C.· 
. . 
. i 
is weakly compact,- condition (i)' will insure the existe~ce 
of a fixed. point. .Furi . an~d Vignoli [31] have given a 
resu1 ~ which insures that condi:tion · (i) 'is .satisfied ' 
• (Proposition 2.3.14). Itgives rise to further corollar:. 
ies to Theorem 3.1.4. 
Corollary 3.1.8 [53]. · If T : K + k is an a~nonexpansive mapping 
. '· . 
~ 
define~ on ·a nonempty ,convex,weakly compact subset of .a Banach space 
' 
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in K . (unique if 1 - T is strictly quasi-convex) . 
. . 
Proof. • By Proposition 2.3.14, i~f {II~ ·- T(x) I L ~ t K} = 0. 
By Corollary 3.1. 7, the result follo'!is. 
0 . 
~ 
Remark: Belluce and Kirk [6] give a similar result, but require 
T to be nonexpansive and 1 - :T convex. Clearly, this 
result follows "immediately from Corollary·3.1.8. 
· { .._: ..J 
., •.. li ...!. 
The following result is due to· Sin'gh and Holden [ 68]. 
. ~ I· 
. • I 
/.~.! 
Co;ro'll <.!.Tl 3. 1.9 Let· K be a closed, boun.ded, convex subset of a 
1 
' 
reflexive Banach space. Let T = A + B where A ·is strongly 
lj • 
c.ontinuous *and B is nonexp.ansi ve. If 1 - T is quasi-con,ve~ on 
K, then T has a tfixed point in K. / • 
· Proof., 'Since A' .is densifying and~ B .is n'OneXP,ansiv.e, therefore T D 
is a-nonexpansiye. Aiso 
~ 
K is· weakly compact, ·so the re.sul t is a 
.. 
consequence of.Gorollary 3.1.8. 
Remark: A similar theorem' for 1-set contractibn 'with .1 ..: T c'onv~ 
has been given by Singh [67]. 
In the ' light of Chu and Dia~ [16], we give the .following " 
g~neralization of '(heorern 3.1. 4. 
Theorem 3.1. 10. Let K be a nonemptY., · convex; weakly compact subset 
of a Banach space X. Let T :· K + K be such that for some positive · ' 
integer n; .'yt is demi-continuous, 1 - yt is stricti):' quasi :. 
. ' 
·~onvex .on : K, · and inf { llx - Tn (x)'ll : x € K} = ·o. 
·Then T has a unique fi.xe:d point in K. • 
. . 
*A·· is c~Iled strongly continuous · if 
strongly. · 
x · + x 
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PrGof . By Theorem 3.1.4, the map~ing fl : K-+ K has a unique 
• 
fixed ifoint in K, ~-(z) = z for some ' z €. K-. · Then i.e. 
~(T(z)) = T(Tn(z)) = T(z), · so T('z) is a fixed point of Tn. 
By ~niquen~ss, . T(z) = z, so z is a fixed point of T. 
·: Remark: Generalizations of this type depend on the uniqueness_ of 
the fixed point of Tn :( Such uniqueness is a consequence 
.... 
of the condition that '1 - T is strictly quasi-convex 
(or str!ctly convex), or the con~it'ion that the mapping T 
~s s·trictly nonexpansive (i.e. contrfictive) ·. We therefore 
' I 
have ~~e~owin,g mul ts, - / · 
i 
.Theorem 3.1.11. , : If K is a nonempty, ~onvex, weakly compact .suQset 
of ' a Banach space . X, and· T : K -+ K is such tha't for some positive 
. ' 
integer n, 'fl is a-nonexpansive and. I ·_ ~ is strictly quasi:-
convex, then T . has a unique fixed point in K • 
.. 
' Theorem 3.1.12. Let T be a nonempty, convex, weakly compact ·subset, 
of af Banach space. X. ~et T : K -+ K 'be such that for · some 
is contractive and 1 
-
Tn . 1s convex. Then T 
point in K. 
n 
n, . T 
We now wish to ·give a theorem for commuting families of _mappings 
'. 
and · the~r common fixed points. The approach here is similar to -that 
;. -~sed by Browder [11] in · e~tending his main theorem for nonexpansive 
mappings (see Corollary 2. 2. 2) to families of ·sue}} mappings (see 
Th'e9rem 2. 2 .11). We · fi:r:st .need a 1emma. 
\ . 
··· LeJlU!la 3.1.13. Let c be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space ·x: 
I 
· and let T : c -+ c be a continuous mappj_ng such that 1 - T is quasi-
















convex on C. Then the,. set of' fixed- points · F(T) is closed and 
convex. 




b . f . I : . e a sequence o po~~ts ~n F (T) and let x -+ x. 
n 
Then, since r · is continuous and s:i.nce x. = T(x.) for all i ~1 ·, 
- lfl 1 1 
we have 
T(x) = T(lim x~) = lim T(x ) = lim x 
n · n 
= x. 
Therefore X e. F(T), F (T) ' closed. so lS 
.. 
Let x,y ~ F(T) ··c c, and. let m = AX +. (1 A)Y) . 
(' 
where· 0 < A < 1. Since c . is conyex, mE. c .  · Since 
- -
continuous and qua,si-convex on c, we have 
. . 
-_11.(~'\- T)mjl ~ .m~x {II (~ _- ·T)xl, I·; II (lv~ .... T)Y.II} = O; 





1 T . is 
\ 
Therefore, 
Theorem 3.1.14. Let C . . be - a clos·ec;I, bounded, conVex subset of a 
... 
reflexive Banach space X and l!')t · fl:}.} be 'a commutat ive family of · 
· <;t·nonexpansiye mappings of . C to itself, such that . 1 - T A is 
quasi-convex_ for each T>. in .the fa~ily. Then the _family {T A} has 





Proof .. For each TA , the fixed point set ~A · is closed and convex 
' (by_ lellUil_a} , · and is 
1
also bounded, since C is boun4ed. Also, by · 
Corollary 3.1.8, each Ft. is non-empty. 
Let x E F>. , i •. e_. x = :ft. (x~. Then: for_: 'any \.1 €. fl., . we have 
T,(T (x)) = T (T,(x)) = T (x). Therefore r· T 1,1 (x) t ·F >. _. and \so the 1\\J. . 1,11\ '11 
, - . 




. convex set 
\ 
F). to itse lf. 
·, 
maps ' the 
Hence_ by 
non- empty, c 1 os ed , bounded, 
' . .  
- r . . -
Cor o 11 ar y . 3. 1 • 8 , T has a I .~ . 




















fixed point in FA , . i.e. 
sequence X},X2• ••• X , n 
~ 
·. 
F () ·p l ~ 
11 i\r~.· 
and the map TA 
m 
If we considez: the fil)ite 
60 .. 
• 
m-1 m-1 . , 
n .FA .-+ n FA (where .· 
i=l _i i=l. ' i 0 
this intersect~'on" is ·assumed non'-e~ty), then TAm has a ;fixed point . 
~ m • 
and (') FA~ f ~ 
i=l i 
Thus the family {FA} }{as finite intersection 
1 proper~y. But the· sets FA·, as ~los;S\:1, bounded subsets of the 
' I 
reflexive space X, are weak~y compact. Therefore, they have non-
empty intersection and nF 
A.€11. J... 
is the set of common fixed points. of 
• I 





1. · ·The theorem ~learly holds if fhe maps TA are simply non-
expansive, instead of a 7nonexpansive:: < . "f, -•• 
2. The quasi-convexity of 1 - T replaces the condi t~on of 
. . . 
uni.form convexity of· tlte space as· required- by Browder. 
Montagnana and Vignoli [53 f have used asymptotic regula-rity along 
"With convexity to arrive at fixed point ·theorems. They give the follow-
< 
ing theorem which improves an earlier,·resu1t of -Belluce· arid Kirk [6 ] 
· which required convexity of 1 - T and nonexpansiveness of T. 
• I 
~ l 
Theorem 3.1.15 [53]'. ,Let T : K + K be a ~ontinpous 
! 
on a nonempty, "!.eakly coinpact, convex subset .: ·K lot . a 
mapping defined 
Banach space X . 
. --
Suppose 1 - T is quasi-convex on . K. .If T is asymptotically \.I 
. n . 
regular in K, then there exists. a subsequence · ·{T k (x)} · of {of (x) }· 
which converges weakly ·to a · fixed point of" 'T in K. Furthermore, 
. n 
. the . limit of eve~y weak~y convergent subsequence of · {~ (x)} is a 
fixed point for T in' K. 
,. 
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•t .• 
_ ... - -·,...·i·~ - 1 - T is \trict.ly quasi-convex. on K, .then the whole 
, ... · / .... ··~·~quence .{~ (x)} c ~~er~es .. weakly to ·_th~ unique fixed point of_· 
-····:·········· " ____. 






Proof. et J(x) = II X - T(x) II·. By asymptotic regularity of T,' 
. ' n II Tn(x) -·~+ 1 Cx)ll -HO we have " J_ (T (x)) = as n-+ _oo, so 
inf' {J(x) . : X t K} = 0, .. I • 
Since K is weakly compact, -, the sequence {Tn (x)} in •K has 
C' n 
' 
a subsequence {T K(x)·} which converges weakly to SOD"e point; z E: K. 
Then since -. J . is weakly 1. s.c. (see 3.1.4), we have / · 
0 2. J(z) 
nk . nk 
< lim J(T (x)) = lim J(T (x)) = ·o, so · . z 
- n::;;;;;- , . n+oo .. is a 
' fixed point of T. 
If . 1 T is strictly quasi-convex, then J has a unique 
minimum point p ~ K. Suppose { Th (x)} has a subs eq~ence -{T ~k (x)} 
. 
·which does not· converge weakly to p . . By weak- compactness- of K, 
n · - n·. -
{T k(x)} ·has a subsequence · (T J (x)} converging weakly to some ·-
0 
point q _€. K with q :j= p • 
. / min!mum
1 
point for . J 
,/ Danes [20] has given 
But l:his ·~radicts ~he uniqueness of 
in K. 
the following gene~al theo~em which giyes 
' .. 
rise to corollaries involving .convexity. 
0 
' It 
Theorem 3.1.16. , ·Let 
=-
X· be a compact siibce and d a non-negative 
. I / . 
real-valued symmetrf~ function on/ X'' x X such 'that . 
d(x,y) = 0 · => .x = y (for x,y E X). Let T1 ,T2 be self~mappings 
~ 
on X· such that 
(i) d(T1 (x),T2-(y)) _< ~[d(x,T1(_x)) + ~ .CY ;T2(y))] whenever 
-T1 (x) = x = y = ·T2 (y) is not true_, 






~ ..... ' 
! 








. · . . /. 
' . / _' 
/' 
. . 
. ' f ,, 
~--' 62 . 
... 
·' . 
, . ... 0 
. . ~ 
(ii) :the functjonal ·.f(x,y) = d(x,Tlii)) + d(y_,T2 (y).) 'is·· · A • I 
1. s. c.' · . . ~- - . rf.. ' 
T.]len T 1 :r2 ,.;''-have ·a comnton f~_xed point which is the unique 
•• . . "' 0 .... 
.. -«,iir • , ... 
·fixed P?int. of each . .. 
. .. ,.. 
~. 0 y 
Proof; Since f is 1, s. c. on tlt,e compact space X x X, tperer 
•. _exi~ts a po~n.t (z ,w). · . a·t which . ' f . attains its infimum. I'f :-' .. 
. . . .. . . / ' " 
T~(T2 (w)) = T2 (w). =· w or if z = Tl~(z.) ·= T 2 _(Tl(,p_ i ·s. true; -then 
w 0r z is a common fixed point· of T1 and. T2 . • Supp-ose neither ; 
is true. Then 
f(T2 (~),T 1 (z))' ~ d(T2 (w),T1 (T2 (w))) + icr1 (z),T2 (T1(z))) 
. · .. I d.(T 1 (T2 (w)), T z(~)) +. d(r 1. (~),_:r2 (T:,. (z) )). 
i · 
1 - · . . . . . ·• . . . - . .• . 
<z-[tl .(T 2 (wl, T 1 (T2 (w) )~ + d(w, TiJw)) ,. -t:- ~Cz. T1 (z)) ; + 
+. d(Tr(z,Llf;(Tl(;))J'i 
i.~ . . f(T 2 (w) ,T1 (i)) < f.(z,w), contradic:ti.ng the .. Jfiinimallty of f 
at (.z,w)~ 
. J . 
· Uniqueness. rqllows ·by contradiction . . " 
. ' raking . Dan.~s gives· tqe followi~'g, · ' ' 9 'as a metric" ·on X, 
corollaries. 
·corollary :3·. 1-. 17. - ~ Let K· ,be a ' nonempty,' 'convex~ weakly compaet 
' 
su\Jset of. a not:ined iinear space X. Le_t , T 1, T2 be demi-continuous 
mappings. from K to 
Let f be convex on 




K satis.fying .conditiorl (i) of the theorem. 
' 
K x K. Then. the conclu'sion of the · theorem· ;. 
. , · 
.. ' 
·. 
. . · t 


































. 63. ~ .. .., ~. ~. 
Tl_,'f2 I are de;ti-co~t:i.n~o.us' the f~ctionat' .. 
. ' , ' 
f(x;y) =' .. d(x,T1 (x}) +. d .(y ,;2 CYJ.) ·.is 1·._s .c .. Sine~ f is also· convex 
. = . . . ,. 
(j -
' 
bii !(, f i's weakly l,; s~c-.' and ;;-o attains· its infimum on 'the weakly 
" 
compact s·et K x K. : . 
. ~J ' . ' 
c. ' « . ' 




1 -- !t:___t:~ 
. 
T2- ·are c'onve_x, .:"the conclusi'on of 
• ·, . '0 
- ·the theorem·remains•valid. 
, . 
' · ' 
Remark'; . ~n bdth·_ co;~-~ l~rie~, c~~\texity can· W we_a_kened · to quas~ 
convexity. 
. . c 




· 3.2 Multi-Valued Mappings and Fixed Points. 
(! Mo,ti vated 'by Bellt.ice- an'd Ki;rk 1 :> use of convexity to prpve, 
.· : .• · : ••• ' . fixed}oi~ t theO•emS fOr s i~~le-va'iued mappings : .Ko [ 44] ·h~nnded 






., ~ .. 
' . ' 
~at results whi~h allowt the weakening -'of the compactness~f the domain 
require~ in the theorems of Kakutani, Fan antl Markin . 
' . 
0 
Remark: Notation .for various families of sub$ets of the metric .space 
. , ~ " 
... _.,._· X . is .as in Chapters f ·an.d' II. · , ' , 
- De-Hnition 3.2 •. 1 .. [44]. A multi-yal'ued mapping·F . . X -+ · 2X 'is 'called 
convex .if for any I '" x,y E X ' and 
.and a(IY x 1 l;; F(x)_,y1 ~- F(y), 
J.lm-111_:. Al)xlll··o~-· (1 - . A). JI~II 
~ -
.. ·
.riefi~i~idn 3 ~2. 2 . - F : - X+ i~ 
. '.: 
. - f /: 
m = ~X + (l - Ajy with 
' .. .. 
there 'exists 
J 
m1 f: -F(m) · · such that ~ ' .. . ' . . 
·- · 
. . ; - \ . . 





~ . ~ .. ' 














·? . .. 
' 
•' 
' . . \ 
64. 
. x,y E.'.X, rn = '),X~-+ (1 -· A)Y where ~6 < A ·< 1_, 
, . If -
and for any· x1 t: : F (x); 
., 
Y1 E. F(y)', th~re exists· m·1 <=.. F{m) such tqat r. 
Note: If s.trict ·inequality. ho'lds; where • F(x) and ·. F(y) do not 
both contain 0, we say that t~e mapping is strictly convex 
'o 
. ' ' . 
u(or k.!_~ict1y quasi-convex). 
The follo~ing propositions and~definitions [44) are useful in 
.the sequel. 
Pro '3,2. 3. Denote · D (x ,F (x)) = inf {d (x,y) y E. F (x)} 
and (1 - (x)- = {x - y YE F (~) }· . "' I 
I " · 
If F : x ~ §x is a mapping such that- 1 - F is convex 
(quasi-co~vex), theri for any . <X,'y E X and · m = >.x · + (1 A)y, 
" 
0 2. .>. ~ f.' · we have 
· D(m,F(m)) < AD(x,F(x)) +. (1 - >.)D(.y,F(y)) ........ . 




·,·If F has compact · images and s~~i~f\es ·aondition (A) (B), thEm 
. the mappi hg 1 .- F is convex (quasi -corryex~.;-...,,, 
' ', 
':. .... "' .... 
' '· 
' ' 
Remark: An _.easily prbyed consequence ·of Prop'psitidn. 3.2.3 is that 
. . \ 
if 1 - F is quasi-convex . o~ X, then t he set 









~-t~nuous (u.s.c.) at ~~ · if fo~ a~y . open set : ~ 
. . 




containing F(x0 ) , 
f.,(y) c u · for 
, • ... 













· Definition 3.2.5. Amappirig ·F ~X +CB(X).Y .i\ ... calledco-ptinuous 
· - I 
if· it is' continuous 'from the metric topology of X. to_the 
Hausdorff metric topology of CB(X). 
~ . Prop<;>sition 3.2.6. · If ·a mapping . F X--+. K(X) is continuous then · 
1 ' 
it is u.s.c . . 
·Remark: Compactness of the imag'e~ is ._a necessary condition for ' th~ 
proposition. ·. 
Pr.oposition 3.2. 7. If F· : X -+ 2X -is u.s,c. , _then the real-val~ed 






Ko's main theorem [44] ~xtends the results of Belluce and Kirk 
'1', 
.[6· ] and ~ontagnana ·a~d ·vignoli [53] to the mul.ti-valued case .. We 
. . 
giv'e a · s~ightly different proof, patterned after · that of Montagnana 
• 
and Vignoli. r 
· Theo·rem 3. 2. 8. Let K. be a non.empty, weakly...._co!J!pact, closed~ · conv~x 
subset -of a Banach space X. Let F .: K ~ 2~ be u.s .c . and such 
I 
. I 
that is quasi-convex. ~n inf {D(x,F(x)) ·. :· X t K} = 0. 
..... 
Then F has a fixea point.in K. 
Proof. Let J(x) . = D(x,F(x)). Since F· is u~s.c. on K, the 
functional .J is 1. s. c. and s·o the is se~ .. { ~ € ~ · .: _J (x) 2. ·r } 
convex,~s1nce 1 - F is quasi-closed for any r~al r. It is also 
convex), and is therefore w_eakly closed..: Therefore J ·. is weakly 
l.s.c. on the weakly cpmpact set K and so attains~its. infimum on 
K.' But inf {J(x) : x ·e. K .= inf' {D(x,F(x)) :· x' € K},; 0. · Hence, 
" \ I ' ' ' 
.· there exists some po,int 
.. . ......... . . 
such that D(x ,F(x )) = 0, and 0 0 . . . 
... • (f • • 
since 'F ('x ) is ._a clos·ed · s.et, 
. . 0 
. . 
x ~ · F (x L 
0 . 0 . 
























. " (· .· . 
IJOint in K. 
Ko. extends the notion of asymp.totic ~egula~y to riml ti'-
. . I 





· Definition 3. 2. 9 . 
·x • . ~ 
A mapping ·F, i X -+ 21 is called asymptotically 
. 
regular at · -x
0 
, if there exists a seque~ce of _voin_ts x ~uch that 
n 
!-J € F(xn_ 1) and J.l xn - xn_1 11 -+ 0- as n · -+ co • 
. . . 
The following result is then an easy consequence of Theorem 
extends the analogou.;; result .for single-valued mappings. 
Corollary ~.2.10. If F K ~ .2K • . ~ 1s u.s.c. 1n K ·• and asrrnptotically 
. ) 
regular at some point x E K, wheTe 
. . 
K is a none.mpty, closed,· c'onvex, 
' 
. 
weakly co!llpac~ set -in a Banach space X, and if . 1 - F ~s(quasi-
convex, then F ·has a fi_xed. point -in K. .. ' 
' \ 
Proof. By -asymptotic regubrity, D(xn'~(xn)) < l l.xn+l :- 1~xn11 .... -+ 0, 
so · inr' {D(x,F(x)) : x € K} = 0 . . · .f \ ' 
I 
Ko' [44] has given the fol_lowing useful lemma, exten9jng a 
result of Godhe [33] for single-value~ mappings.· · 
. Lemma 3. 2' 11 . . Le_t < .K b~. a nonemptY., bounHed, close~. convex subset 
of a Banach space X. If · F K -+. CB(K) is nonexpansive, theh 
i.nf · {D(~,F(x)) X E: K} = 0. 
Proof. Let x
0 
E . K. Let K = .{x - x 
0 · 0 
a closed, bounded, convex subset pf X 
-0 <) A ' < 1 and define F . on K oy A 0 
X E: K} 
Q 
and contains 
FA(x - X ) = 0 
.. 




A (F (x) - ·x ) . 
. . 0 


















exp"aJ:lsive, FA is a contraction and by Theorem. 1..4.5 F~ has a 
fixed point in~. K • That is, there exists x,,E. K_ .such that 
0. ' {I • 
. ~ . . ' 
·\ - x0 € FA (xA - x~) ~ A (F (x.>..) - x0 ) •. . Thus, there exists · 
·_. y.>.. E F(x.A) such.,.that x.>.. - x0 = A(y.>.. 
. . 
X ) • 
0 
Now - ?(x.>..,F(xA)~ =.i~f {d(xA,y): y~ F(xA)} 
b 
. .::_ ··jJ x; - y A II =·II xo + A (y .>.. -. x~~ - - y A II 
= (1 -'.A)Ijy -·x II· 
,. · . .>.. o 
So 0 < inf {D(x,F(x))} .~ inf {D(xA.,F(xA))} ~in£ (1 
x~K . 0<.>..<1 · · O<.A<l 
. 
. 
since the set 
~nf {D(x,F(x)) : x ~ K} = 0. 
' .. 




.• 1'· ...  
. Theorem 3. 2 .12 [ 44] . Let K be a ponempty, weakly ~ompact, convex 
.subset of a Banach ~pa"(;e X • . If . . F : .K -+ · K(K), . (the· f~mily of 
compact ·subs.ets of .K). is non'expansive and 1 - F is quasi-convex 
on ·K, then F has a fixed point·in K~ 
·-
I;[oof. Since F .: is non~Xpansi ve, it is also continuous. Since ·the 
·: images are compac~ sets, .. F . is also u.s.c . . (by Pr.oposition 3.2.6). 
By Lemma· 3; 2.11, i'nf {D (x ,F (x) X£ K} = ·o. The result . then 
follows from Theorem 3.2.8. 
Remarks. 
1. In the preceding theor~m; Ko [44] .requir~s th~ images . · 
F be convex and compact. 
\ . 
Howev,er, c.onvexi ty ·!Sf F'(x) 
• - l • • • 








. . • . 
,, 
' ' 
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.· 
., 
2. [44] In' the case of single-valued mappings, the- s 'et of 
" 
fixed points of a contractive map contains at most 'one 
- element: .Thi·s is not ti_·ue for my.lti-valued mappings. 
Nor is the set :of fixed -points necesgarily convex for a . 
.. 
. multi-valu~d . nonexpansive mapping in a strictly convex · -~ 
Banach space:-_ But the fixed point set of F is convex ir' . 
· , 
1 - F is convex or quasi~convex . 
3~ Ko's results represent extens~o~s of the results .of Fan anq 
Kakutani to weakly compact sets, obtained by· strengthening 
con.Pit.ions on · the mapping, as opposed to th~ method of · 
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